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Chapter 191: Settling the Trouble 

“Who do you think you are? How dare you speak to me in this manner?” Hearing Xiao 
Yan’s words, Mo Xing first stilled. Soon after, he saw Xiao Yan’s young face and 
immediately became furious. Xiao Li and Xiao Ding were the Company Leaders of the 
Desert Metal Mercenary Company, so it was nothing strange for them to be rude when 
talking to him. However, this little boy who appeared to be only a youth actually dared to 
rudely scold him. How could this not cause Mo Xing to be infuriated from shame. 

Just after Mo Xing’s reprimand left his mouth, Xiao Li’s expression suddenly became 
cold. An electric arc leapt from the tungsten steel spear that he held in his hand. He 
took a step forward and shot his long spear, which carried a sharp force, viciously 
toward Mo Xing’s throat. 

Xiao Li’s sudden lethal attack caused Mo Xing’s expression to drastically change. He 
had not expected that the other side would be so bold. However, Xiao Li’s strength was 
above his own, so he could only hurriedly step back in an embarrassed manner. When 
he was stepping back, he suddenly sprained his ankle and fell on his butt in front of the 
large crowd. 

“Xiao Li, you dare to attack me? Our mercenary company will not let you off!” Seeing 
the increasingly large silver colored tip of the spear in his eyes, a terror appeared on Mo 
Xing’s face as he sharply cried. 

“Chi.” When the long spear was around half an inch from Mo Xing’s throat, it suddenly 
stopped. The sharp force it contained passed through the obstruction of the air and 
scratched a small bloody scar on Mo Xing’s throat. Instantly, fresh blood began flooding 
out. 

“Who do you think you are? You dare speak to my brother in such a manner?” Watching 
Mo Xing who did not dare to move as he allowed the fresh blood on his throat to flow 
because the long spear was right next to him, Xiao Li laughed disdainfully. 

Swallowing his saliva as some cold sweat formed on his forehead, Mo Xing carefully 
used his hands to drag himself a few steps back. He then entered his team in a 
harassed manner before saying in an evil voice, “Xiao Li, you have guts. I will return and 
report this to the Company Leader. Prepare for trouble to descend upon your Desert 
Metal Mercenary Company!” 



Having finished saying that, Mo Xing became afraid that the ghost like s[ear would once 
again be shot toward him. He let out a loud cry, hurriedly turned around and fled with his 
people. 

Seeing the Sand Mercenary Company running away like homeless strays, the 
surrounding audience could not resist jeering in an orderly manner. 

“Trash...” Facing the direction where Mo Xing and his men were fleeing, Xiao Li 
skimmed his lips in disdain. He then turned around and waved to Xiao Yan, saying, 
“Now that we have chased that guy away in front of so many people, we have formed 
an enmity with the Sand Mercenary Company. Once that Mo Xing returns, he will 
exaggerate in his report to Luo Bu. I’m afraid that tomorrow, the Sand Mercenary 
Company will gather their members and head over to snatch this place.” 

Xiao Yan smiled and nodded. He lifted his head, swept his gaze around him and said 
softly, “Big Brother, Second Brother, the both of you only need to guard this plot of land. 
As for the Sand Mercenary Company, I will take care of it.” 

“You... can you really do it? If you really cannot...” Xiao Ding frowned and said in a 
worried voice. 

“Ke ke, it’s just a Da Dou Shi...” Xiao Yan smiled and nodded. He waved at the two 
men, pulled a camel from beside him and leaped on to it. While still smiling, he said, 
“Trust me. I will ensure that the Sand Mercenary Company will hide in Rock Desert City 
like a tortoise for this period of time.” 

Having said that, Xiao Yan kicked his leg lightly. The camel kicked off a tread of yellow 
dust as it swiftly galloped toward the Rock Desert City. 

Watching Xiao Yan gradually go further into the distance, Xiao Ding and Xiao Li 
exchanged glances and involuntarily shook their heads while laughing bitterly. A long 
while later, they helplessly said, “Forget it. Just hope that this little boy really does 
possess a hidden card that we don’t know about. If that really doesn’t work, Sha Luo 
would not dare to be too arrogant given the strength of our Desert Metal Mercenary 
Company. After all, if we were to really fight to the death, their Sand Mercenary 
Company would also lose over half their strength. That loss is something they cannot 
withstand.” 

On one side, Xiao Li waved his head and said with a laugh, “I am really curious if Xiao-
Yan-Zi is able to cause Sha Luo to obediently stay in Rock Desert City.” 

“Let’s wait and see. I believe him.” With a light smile, Xiao Ding whispered. 

The moon in the desert hung high up in the sky like a huge silver plate. Its faint 
moonlight shone down, enveloping the dark night of Rock Desert City within it. 



Within the western region of the Rock Desert City, was a huge courtyard that was 
brightly lit. From within it, there was much laughter and noises being emitted. Above the 
courtyard, a flag with the words ‘Sand Mercenary Company’ was hung on top of a 
wooden pole. 

In the dark night, a gentle wind blew passed, blowing the flag till it was twisted toward 
the west. In a room at the center of the courtyard, a faint light completely expelled the 
darkness. There were two people inside the room. One of them was unsurprisingly the 
one who had conflict with Xiao Yan and the others in the afternoon, Mo Xing. The 
middle aged man who was seated above him was naturally the Company Leader of the 
Sand Mercenary Company, Luo Bu. 

“Company Leader, Xiao Ding and his group are becoming more and more arrogant. 
Everyone knows that our Sand Mercenary Company is an old strength within the Rock 
Desert City. These two young brats who had just arrived a few years ago actually dared 
to ignore us. If we continue to let them develop, we might have no end of trouble in the 
future.” Mo Xing licked his lips and said in a cold and sinister voice. 

On the leader’s seat, the middle aged man lifted his eyes, glanced at Mo Xing below 
and said faintly, “Have you managed to find out what exactly are they doing there?” 

“Uh... no. The people I brought with me did not have a chance to close in when we were 
chased out by Xiao Li and his group.” With a slightly red face, Mo Xing said in an 
embarrassed manner. 

Hearing this, the middle aged man frowned. He snorted, clearly displeased with Mo 
Xing’s ability in handling problems. 

Cold sweat appeared on Mo Xing’s forehead when he heard the snort. He hurriedly 
said, “Company Leader, although I don’t know what is their exact aim, it must definitely 
be something extraordinary in order for that cunning Xiao Ding to use all his effort to 
search. Moreover, the area where they are at is not far from the Rock Desert City. Thus, 
we have many excuses to step into that area.” 

Luo Bu nodded his head. There was still some hesitation on his face. Before he knew 
exactly what that thing was, he was not willing to fight with the Desert Metal Mercenary 
Company. He might be a Da Dou Shi, but the others in his company, other than Mo 
Xing who was a Dou Shi, were all weaker than a Dou Shi. On the other hand, besides 
Xiao Ding and Xiao Li being Dou Shi, the Desert Metal Mercenary Company had 
another two more two star Dou Shis. Their overall strength was much stronger than the 
Sand Mercenary Company. Thus, Luo Bu was also a little afraid of the Desert Metal 
Mercenary Company. 

“Company Leader. We cannot lose this opportunity. There are far too many secrets in 
the desert. If Xiao Ding and the others dig up some high class Dou Technique or Qi 
Method left by people of the past, then the Desert Metal Mercenary Company will really 



be able to leap pass our Sand Mercenary Company in the future!” Seeing Luo Bu’s 
hesitation, Mo Xing scolded silently in his heart before beginning to instigate. 

“Alright...” Being pressed by Mo Xing, Luo Bu also began to become indecisive. He 
mused for a little longer. Finally, he could not resist but nod his head. “Gather the 
members tomorrow and snatch that piece of land from the Desert Metal Mercenary 
Company!” 

Seeing that Luo Bu finally agreed, a joyful smile surfaced on Mo Xing’s face. An 
evilness flashed across his tiny eyes. 

“Ugh... Company Leader Luo Bu, your decision is really disappointing.” A faint voice 
suddenly sounded in the room without warning. 

The voice that suddenly sounded out caused the faces of the two in the room to change 
drastically. They turned their head suddenly and were shocked to realize that a young 
man dressed in black had unknowingly appeared on a chair in the corner of the room. 

“Who are you?” Staring with shock at this young man who could enter the room without 
him noticing, Luo Bu shouted. However, his voice was bold on the outside but weak on 
the inside. 

“Company Leader, he is the brother of Xiao Ding and Xiao Li!” Seeing Xiao Yan’s face, 
Mo Xing took a step back and abruptly shouted. 

Hearing this, Luo Bu’s eyes shrunk as he stared intently at Xiao Yan. He said in a grave 
voice, “Young friend, is there a reason for you to visit our Sand Mercenary Company, so 
late in the night?” 

Having seen with his own eyes the ghost like manner in which Xiao Yan appeared, Luo 
Bu was not foolish enough to treat him as an ignorant youth. 

“Ke ke, nothing much... it is just that I wish for Company Leader Luo Bu to control your 
Sand Mercenary Compnay members during these few days and stop them from coming 
out to disturb my Big Brother and Second Brother conducting their business.” Xiao 
Yan’s finger gently moved on the table as he said with a laugh. 

“Brat, you are too arrogant. What do you think you are?” Hearing Xiao Yan’s words, Mo 
Xing immediately retorted angrily. 

“Noisy.” Lifting his eyes, Xiao Yan eyed Mo Xing behind Luo Bu. A coldness flashed 
across the dark black eyes. He got up, then... suddenly turned into a black shadow and 
passed through the obstacles in the room in a lightning like manner. An instant later, his 
palm gently landed on Mo Xing’s back. His body leaned forward softly and whispered, 
“You dog advisor. The plan that you came up with was rather evil...” 



TL: Dog advisor means someone who gives bad/influenced ideas 

Immediately after he said those words, a thick white flame suddenly soared from Xiao 
Yan’s palm. It then swiftly went into the body of Mo Xing, whose face was filled with 
horror. With a muffled sound, the Mo Xing who was still alive... was turned into a pile of 
dark black ashes in the blink of an eye. 

Killing Mo Xing in an instant, Xiao Yan patted his hand and slowly moved his feet to the 
front of Luo Bu, whose stiffened back was facing him. He watched the perspiration filled 
face and involuntarily smiled. 

Eyeing the smile on the young man’s face, Luo Bu’s throat rolled a little. The ghost like 
speed that Xiao Yan had displayed earlier had caused him to shiver. The requirement to 
display this kind of frightening speed and strength... was that one had to be at least a 
Dou Wang. 

“Dou Wang...” Luo Bu stared at the delicate and handsome face of the young man in 
front of him. He silently mumbled in his heart. A Dou Wang that was not even twenty 
years old? 

“Yes... the thing that I mentioned before...” Xiao Yan played with the thick white flame in 
his palm and asked with yet another smile. 

“Gu.” Swallowing his saliva, Luo Bu wiped off the tiny cold droplets of sweat on his 
forehead. An ugly smile surfaced on his face as he tactfully said in a dry voice, “I will do 
as you says. The Sand Mercenary Company will not take even half a step into that 
area!” 

Chapter 192: Passageway 

Outside the Rock Desert City, the hot sun was shining from high above while the 
members of the Desert Metal Mercenary Company continued their detailed search. 

“Big Brother, have you realized that there doesn’t seem to be even a single Sand 
Mercenary Company member around here?” Standing on the top of one of the sand 
dunes, Xiao Li’s gaze swept across his surroundings. A long while later, he frowned, 
tilted his head and told Xiao Ding beside him. 

“Hehe, not only are they absent here, even in the Rock Desert City, the number of the 
Sand Mercenary Company members roaming around has strangely decreased by a lot. 
And according to my latest news... Last night, Mo Xing seemed to have died. But Luo 
Bu did not become furious because of this. Instead, he was so quiet that it was as if he 
did not know about it.” A hint of ridicule appeared in Xiao Ding’s eyes as he smiled and 
said, “Xiao-Yan-Zi is becoming harder and harder to see through. He gave such a 
treatment to the Sand Mercenary Company but was able to frighten Luo Bu until he 



dare not even fart. Tsk tsk, what kind of strength is needed to do this? I really don’t 
know how he managed to do it.” 

“It really leaves one speechless. Ugh, in the few years we have not met, this guy has 
grown increasingly mysterious.” Xiao Li nodded his head and laughed bitterly. 

Xiao Ding laughed softly. He tilted his head and his gaze swept toward a sand dune that 
was allocated for resting. There, Xiao Yan did not enter the tent to hide from the hot 
sun. Instead, he resisted the exposure to the hot sun, sat crossed legged on the searing 
hot sand and slowly absorbed the surrounding rich fire energy. He allowed his 
perspiration to fall from his forehead like flowing water, wetting his clothes. 

“Back when he was young, his training talent may have been amazing but he ended up 
lacking toughness and perseverance because of it. I think that although the three years 
that he was deemed useless may have caused him to receive disdainful looks and 
ridicule, it may have restored the last missing requirement needed for him to take a step 
into becoming a truly strong person... at the very least, the Xiao-Yan-Zi of the past 
would never come to the Tager Desert by himself or have the perseverance to endure 
such tough training.” Watching Xiao Yan who appeared unwilling to waste even a 
second, Xiao Ding let out praise before sighing emotionally. 

“Yes.” Hearing this, Xiao Li nodded his head feeling the same. Talent was important in 
order to become a truly strong person but if it was not supported by untiring tenacity, the 
final achievement would only be average. The Dou Qi continent was very large. 
Naturally there were many talented people, but there were only the very few people who 
eventually managed to become the strong at the peak. 

Thus, the time Xiao Yan spent as a useless person back then, would have the most 
prominent effect on Xiao Yan’s future path in becoming strong. When the time came, he 
might suddenly come to realize that the three years as trash was not a setback, but was 
a type of trial that would affect the rest of his life. 

“Company Leader! Group three seemed to have found some traces of a passageway!” 

Just as Xiao Ding and Xiao Li were sighing emotionally, a human figure suddenly ran 
over quickly from a distance while yelling excitedly. 

“You found it?” Hearing the voice, Xiao Ding and Xiao Li stilled momentarily. An 
unrestrained joy immediately surfaced on their faces. After exchanging a glance with 
one another, their gazes turned to another sand dune and saw that Xiao Yan had 
already opened his eyes. There was both shock and surprise on his face. 

Hearing the voice, Xiao Yan was briefly at a loss. He then hurriedly left his training 
mode, patted the yellow sand off his body and hurried over to the human figure who 
was still running over. He quickly asked, “Have you discovered a passageway?” 



“Hee hee, it seems like a little trace was discovered. Based on our experience, there is 
a big possibility that it is a passageway that leads into the ground.” The mercenary 
Company opened his mouth and grinned as he said. 

“Good!” Clapping his palms together with great force, Xiao Yan anxiously urged, “Go. 
Hurry, bring me over to take a look!” 

“Alright.” The mercenary’s gaze swept toward Xiao Ding and Xiao Li who were hurrying 
over, nodded his head with a smile and hurriedly turned around to lead the way. 

Following the mercenary, they broke into a short run toward the north for a few minutes. 
There was a huge crowd there that was surrounding a slightly depressed sand ground 
while they whispered among themselves. 

“Move aside! Move aside!” The mercenary leading the way shouted, forcing open a 
route. Xiao Yan followed him in and was surprised to find that the concave ground here 
had half a meter wide hole that was dug out by the mercenaries at the center. His eyes 
glanced into the hole and found that it was pitch-black. There was also a faint hot air 
that was rising from within. 

“Is this it?” Xiao Yan pointed toward the dark hole, asking everyone around him. 

“Haha. Yes. This hole was originally blocked by yellow sand. If Qing Lin had not sensed 
that there was a strange Qi remaining here, I’m afraid that it would have otherwise been 
difficult for us to discover.” One of the mercenary’s laughed as he replied. 

Hearing this, Xiao Yan gazed toward Qing Lin opposite him. He realized that the little 
girl had yellow sand stuck to her hair. However, her exquisite small face contained 
happiness. 

Sensing that Xiao Yan’s gaze had looked over, Qing Lin’s eyes met him. Her small face 
was shy as she blinked at Xiao Yan. 

“Haha, little girl, beautifully done!” Xiao Yan raised his thumb at Qing Lin. Seeing that a 
brilliant smile surfaced on the little girl’s face as a result, Xiao Yan gave a gentle smile. 
He slowly came to the pitch-black entrance and flipped his hand. A Moonlight Rock 
appeared in his hand, which he threw into the hole. 

The faint light emitted from the Moonlight Rock rolled about in the pitch-black cave a 
couple of times before it gradually and completely disappeared. 

Seeing the swiftly disappearance of the Moonlight Rock, Xiao Yan frowned and said 
softly “Looks like this tunnel isn’t a straight line.” 



“Yes. We did an initial survey earlier. There are at least more than ten tunnels and each 
of them bend and turn all over, much like a huge serpent climbed through.” The 
mercenary who had led the way smiled bitterly and replied. 

“Hmm...” Xiao Yan frowned, feeling a little vexed. 

“Why don’t I send people to search the tunnels one at a time?” Xiao Ding’s laughing 
voice suddenly came from behind. 

Turning around, Xiao Yan eyed both Xiao Ding and Xiao Li before shaking his head as 
he said, “There may be some unknown danger below. The Desert Metal Mercenary 
Company has already mobilized so many people to help me locate the tunnel. I am 
already very satisfied. If I still let them enter, they may end up meeting something that 
injures or kills them. It would be a situation that I do not wish to see.” 

“Ke ke, Brother Xiao Yan, you need not worry. Our Desert Metal Mercenary Company 
does not have anyone who is afraid of death.” The surrounding members of the Desert 
Metal Mercenary Company laughed out loud. 

“Why don’t we do it this way. I will pick over ten members who are quite strong and 
accompany you down to take a look. After all, I would be worried if I let you go down 
alone. If any accident were to happen, I’m afraid that our furious Father would directly 
hurry over from Wu Tan City and slaughter us.” Xiao Ding mused for a while before 
laughing softly. 

Hearing this, Xiao Yan hesitated for a moment. He could only helplessly nod his head. 
After thinking silently for a moment, he said gravely, “But if we meet any sudden 
situation below, I hope that Big Brother can lead everyone and retreat first. As for my 
safety, you don’t need to worry...” 

Seeing Xiao Yan’s serious expression, Xiao Ding and Xiao Li exchanged a glance and 
nodded. After Xiao Yan had solved the problem with the Sand Mercenary Company last 
night, they no longer doubted the strength that he hid. 

“That... Young Master... in the tunnel below, there is still the Qi from half a year ago still 
remaining. I think that I should be able to lead you to find the right tunnel.” Just as Xiao 
Yan was prepared to move, Qing Lin’s timid voice suddenly caused his eyebrows to lift 
in surprise. 

“Really?” Swiftly tilting his head, Xiao Yan gazed at Qing Lin who was as cute as a 
porcelain doll and said happily. 

“Yes.” Seeing Xiao Yan’s happiness, Qing Lin covered her mouth and laughed as she 
nodded. 



What a useful little girl. Ha ha.” Leaping over the hole, Xiao Yan patted Qing Lin’s small 
head. He faced Xiao Ding and Xiao Li and asked with a smile “Since it’s like that, shall 
we start?” 

“Haha, alright.” Xiao Ding smiled and nodded. His gaze swept around him before he 
swiftly said a few names. After which, he faced the rest and gravely ordered, “Once we 
enter the tunnel, increase the defense around it. You must definitely not allow anyone to 
come and create trouble. This kind of sand structure isn’t very stable. If one isn’t careful, 
a cave-in might occur and bury the people inside it alive...” 

“Company Leader, you can be reassured that if anyone dares to enter this region during 
this period of time, we will be ruthless regardless of who they are!” Hearing Xiao Ding’s 
order, the surrounding members of the Desert Metal Mercenary Company had their 
faces covered with fierceness as they cried in unison. 

“As for you Second Brother. you will need to direct the situation up here once we go 
down. If we don’t put someone to take control of the situation above, I would feel a little 
uncertain.” After issuing his orders, Xiao Ding still felt a little insecure, thus he once 
again tilted his head to Xiao Li and spoke. 

Hearing this, Xiao Li, who had originally intended to follow, could only helplessly nod his 
head. 

Once he had everything arranged appropriately, Xiao Ding took out a large bundle of 
rope from one side. He tested the degree of toughness and then tied it to a wooden 
pillar that had been already fixed properly. At the same time, he threw the rope into the 
hole. 

“The tunnel is not too precipitous. This rope is meant as an insurance. If the people 
below were to shout, the people above can use the rope to quickly pull us up.” Xiao 
Ding said as he patted his hand. 

Seeing that Xiao Ding had even carefully thought of this, Xiao Yan smiled bitterly. He 
took the lead to arrive at the entrance of the tunnel, tilted his head and waved to Qing 
Lin by his side. 

Noticing Xiao Yan’s action, Qing Lin hurriedly ran over. A pair of strange dark green 
eyes stared intelligently at Xiao Yan. 

Xiao Yan swept his gaze roughly at the dark green eyes and sighed emotionally in his 
heart. He then extended his hand and pulled Qing Lin into his chest under her stunned 
face. With a smile, he said, “Later on, you will point out the way.” 

Being hugged by Xiao Yan, Qing Lin’s face gradually became crimson. She lowered her 
small face and gently nodded her head. 



“Everyone, let us move!” With a soft laugh, Xiao Yan nodded toward Xiao Ding, grabbed 
the rope and jumped into the pitch-black hole. 

“‘Heavenly Flame’... does it really exist below? I hope it won’t disappoint me...” Xiao Yan 
muttered softly as his body quickly glided over the tunnel while tightly hugging Qing Lin 
to his chest. 

Chapter 193: Probing 

Within the pitch-black tunnel, Xiao Yan hugged Qing Lin tightly as they used the incline 
of the tunnel to continue descending. In Qing Lin’s hand was a Moonlight Stone. It 
emitted a gentle and faint light, allowing Xiao Yan to see if the route in front had any 
obstructions. 

Not far behind the two of them, over ten faint lights closely followed. Everyone had their 
backs leaning against the tunnel’s wall which created a ‘chi chi’ sound that reverberated 
within the tunnel. 

As his body was descending, Xiao Yan’s gaze swept across the two tunnel walls by the 
side. A long while later, he was somewhat stunned to realize that the tunnel was 
extremely smooth. There were no rocks protruding from the wall. Looking at the tunnel, 
it would seem that it was created by some enormous pillar of energy that charged 
directly through the ground. 

After two to three minutes of descending at the same speed, Xiao Yan finally saw the 
bottom of the tunnel. His legs bent slightly and a moment later, his bent body reached 
the ground, releasing a soft muffled sound. As his body straightened, he completely 
nullified the reverse force from his descent. 

After landing on the ground, Xiao Yan released Qing Lin from his embrace. He pulled 
her, took a few steps forward and swept his gaze over the tunnels in front of him. As 
expected, he found over ten completely dark tunnels. 

Shaking his head helplessly, Xiao Yan smiled and said to Qing Lin, “You should try and 
sense for the right tunnel. It would require at least a few days before we could complete 
the search if we were to walk down each tunnel.” 

“Yes.” Nodding her head, Qing Lin’s small hand pulled Xiao Yan. Her eyes blinked and 
the three tiny green colored spots around her dark green pupils had quietly appeared. 

Due to the dim light in the tunnel, Xiao Yan was unable to sense the change in Qing 
Lin’s eyes. 

Qing Lin slowly closed her eyes and sensed the Qi in the tunnels. The surroundings 
once again became quiet. A moment later, waves of soft muffled noises came from 
behind; and Xiao Yan knew that Xiao Ding and the others had caught up. 



Tilting his head, Xiao Yan gestured to Xiao Ding and the others to keep quiet and then 
pointed to the closed eyed Qing Lin. 

Seeing Xiao Yan’s action, Xiao Ding nodded his head. He made a hand signal and 
caused the people who had landed behind him to swallow their inquiry understandingly. 

Placing the rope in his hand properly, Xiao Ding and the other members of the Desert 
Metal Mercenary Company slowly drew their weapons. After which, they quietly stepped 
forward, surrounded and protected Xiao Yan and Qing Lin in the middle. Their cautious 
gazes continued to sweep their surroundings. 

The silence lasted for awhile before Qing Lin finally opened her dark green eyes in a 
gradual manner. Her small hand pointed to a tunnel that was slightly to their left and 
said softly, “Young Master, although the other tunnels also had some remnants of the 
Qi, this tunnel has the densest one. Looks like whoever was here spent the longest time 
there half a year ago.” 

Hearing this, Xiao Yan’s gaze swept toward the completely dark tunnel. This tunnel was 
clearly extremely long. When his gaze looked over, there was only a profound darkness. 
Xiao Yan could not help but frown when he noticed this situation. 

Tilting his head, Xiao Yan and Xiao Ding exchanged glances. The former then let out a 
gentle breath and was about to take the lead when he was stopped by Xiao Ding. 

“Wait a moment...” Xiao Ding shook his head towards Xiao Yan. After which, he turned 
around and softly said to a large man with a sturdy figure, “Han Mu, can you probe a 
little to see if this tunnel has anything unusual hidden within.” 

“Yes.” Hearing this, the large man called Han Mu nodded his head. He walked toward 
the front of the pitch-black tunnel and bent over on the floor. The side of his face 
touched the floor while his pair of hands were violently inserted into the sands surface. 

“This is?” Seeing Han Mu’s strange action, Xiao Yan could not help but ask in surprise. 

“Han Mu’s affinity is a variation of the ground element: the sand element... Thus, he can 
use the help from the sand in the desert to feel some hidden Qis that other people may 
have difficulty sensing.” Mu Ding explained. 

“In this kind of unknown place, we must be extremely careful. Randomly charging 
around is not a wise move.” 

“Haha, there’s really quite a number of unique people in the Desert Metal Mercenary 
Company. This kind of group cooperation is naturally much better than me randomly 
searching.” Xiao Yan smiled before sighing. 



“It’s only some small tricks to survive.” Xiao Ding carelessly shook his head. He then 
raised it and looked at the large man who had finished his probing. “How is it?” 

“The probing isn’t complete...” Han Mu frowned and shook his head. He smiled bitterly. 
“I have probed around a distance of five hundred meters but did not find any hidden Qi. 
Just as I was planning to continue a little deeper, however, I found that the ground type 
energy had completely disappeared. Replacing it was an extremely hot fire type energy. 
In that kind of environment, my probing became useless.” 

“The ground type energy had disappeared?” Hearing this, Xiao Yan and Xiao Ding were 
shocked. The area deep under the desert should be where the ground type energy was 
the richest. How could it completely disappear? 

“Looks like there is something strange inside.” Xiao Yan softly muttered. A hot flame 
jumped into his dark black eyes. The stranger this place was, the greater the chances of 
it possessing a ‘Heavenly Flame’. For Xiao Yan who had been having a hard time 
searching for the ‘Heavenly Flame’, this was undoubtedly an exciting and good piece of 
news. 

Seeing Xiao Yan’s manner, Xiao Ding helplessly shook his head. He ended up 
swallowing some words of caution that he wanted to say. 

“Let’s go in and take a look. If we see something wrong, I suggest that we retreat first 
and then do some proper planning. After all, we already know that the place is here. As 
long as we spend some time, we should be able to achieve our target.” Xiao Ding said 
gravely. 

Xiao Yan smiled. He gently touched the Heavy Xuan Ruler on his back and sighed. 
After placing Qing Lin behind him, he took the lead and walked into this dark tunnel. 

Walking into the completely dark tunnel, Xiao Yan felt that his body was a little cold. He 
licked his lips and swept his squinted eyes across the sleek tunnel walls. His finger 
rubbed across his storage ring and an ‘Energy Recovery Pill’ was swiftly placed into his 
mouth. This kind of action had almost become a habit of Xiao Yan’s before he did 
anything. After all, it was difficult to say when that little bit of Dou Qi would have the 
ability to determine if he lived or died. 

“Remember, place a Moonlight Stone on the tunnel wall at every fifty meter mark...” 
Xiao Ding, who was behind Xiao Yan, softly ordered the members of the Desert Metal 
Mercenary Company. In front of him, Xiao Yan involuntarily clicked his tongue. His elder 
brother covered all aspects when he did things, making sure of any small details. 

More than ten human figures, with the help of the light from the Moonlight Stones, 
slowly walked within the pitch-black tunnel. As they were unsure of what kind of dangers 
there were, everyone maintained an unusual silence. Throughout the journey, other 
than the faint rustling of their footsteps, everything was quiet. 



Within the tunnel which was quite dark, no one had any sense of time. Everyone simply 
continued to progress in a somewhat stiff manner. As for the tunnel, it appeared as 
though it was never ending and no one could see the light at the end. This kind of 
scene... was as though they were continuously walking toward the center of the world... 

As they began to go deeper into the tunnel, Xiao Yan suddenly felt the coldness that 
was covering his body abruptly disappear. Replacing it was a faint warmth. 

Feeling this change, Xiao Yan’s footsteps gradually paused. He tilted his head to look at 
Xiao Ding and others. Seeing the shock on their faces, he gently licked his lips and said 
softly, “It’s not that the ground type energy has disappeared. Rather it is that the fire 
type energy is too dense that it suppresses the ground type energy to the point where it 
is very hard to sense...” 

“We had only just entered the region of the fire type energy, yet it is already so dense. If 
we continue ahead, just how terrifying will it be? Don’t tell me that under this place there 
really is the existence of a ‘Heavenly Flame’?” Xiao Ding said in an astonished voice. 

Xiao Yan pursed up his lips. A flame of desire rose within his eyes. ‘Heavenly Flame’. 
This was a natural wonderous thing that he had dreamed about ever since he had 
began training ‘Flame Mantra’. Now, it was about to appear in front of him. This kind of 
sudden feeling of anticipation almost caused Xiao Yan to tremble in excitement... 

“Let’s go. Continue to descend. Everyone, if you cannot withstand the grilling from the 
surrounding fire type energy, then please stop. Otherwise if you were to continue going 
down, you might be burnt to ashes...” Xiao Yan took in a deep breath, turned around 
and said seriously. 

“Yes.” Seeing the serious expression on Xiao Yan’s face, no one dared take his words 
lightly. They immediately nodded their heads in response. 

“Qing Lin, if you feel that you cannot endure any longer, then do as I have said. Do you 
understand?” Lowering his head, Xiao Yan told Qing Lin gravely. 

“Yes.” Qing Lin nodded her head obediently, Looking at the expression on Qing Lin’s 
small face, it appeared that the surrounding hot fire type energy wasn’t displeasing her. 

Once he had given the appropriate orders, Xiao Yan tightened his fist and strode toward 
the inner regions of the increasingly deep tunnel. 

On the remaining part of the journey, the surrounding fire type energy grew increasingly 
dense as everyone went deeper. A few members who were a little weaker began to be 
unable to tolerate the high temperature and helplessly chose to withdraw. 



Although there were some who pulled back, the descent continued. At the very end, 
only Xiao Yan, Xiao Ding, and Qing Lin endured and pushed forward. The rest all pulled 
out when they could not withstand the increasingly irritable fire type energy. 

As they went deeper, Xiao Yan’s expression also grew increasingly serious. Besides 
being serious, there was a faint unrestrained joy. This was because he could feel that 
the circulating routes of the ‘Flame Mantra’ in his body had automatically began to 
quickly circulate with the Purple Flame Dou Qi without any control from him. This was 
the first time such a thing happened since he had begun training. 

“We’re almost there...” After taking a turn around another corner, a red colored light 
appeared at the end of the tunnel a short distance away. Seeing this, Xiao Yan’s body 
shivered excitedly. He wiped off the perspiration on his face. His voice was hoarse as 
he said dryly. 

The three people increased their speed for the final stretch. They swiftly passed through 
this short route and finally arrived at the end of the tunnel. 

Standing at the end of the tunnel, the three of them watched the fiery, red world in front 
of them with their faces filled... with shock... 

Chapter 194: The Mysterious Creature In The Magma 

Fiery red magma was slowly flowing within the enormous crypt. Occasionally, there 
would be huge bubbles of air floating out from within it. A moment later, there would be 
a soft ‘bang’ as the bubbles burst apart. The hot magma would shoot out from within, 
appearing as beautiful as a fiery, red firework. 

Standing at the end of the small tunnel, Xiao Yan, Xiao Ding, and Qing Lan stared at the 
never ending magma world. Other than being shocked, they all involuntarily swallowed 
their saliva. 

“I didn’t expect... that hidden under Rock Desert City, there would be such a terrifying 
place.” With a layer of dark green colored light on his body, Xiao Ding wiped the 
perspiration from his face and sighed with shock. 

“Yes, what a majestic underground magma world...” Xiao Yan’s body was similarly 
covered by a layer of a Dou Qi cloak. Despite this, the surrounding temperature also 
caused his entire body to feel hot. 

“Where do we go now? There isn’t any path left. Moreover, I trained using a wood type 
Qi Method, which is subdued by the fire type energy. If I did not possess the strength of 
a five star Dou Shi, I think that I wouldn’t have been able to reach here. However... this 
is my limit.” Xiao Ding smiled bitterly at Xiao Yan. 



Xiao Yan nodded his head. If his affinity was not of the fire element, he would not have 
been able to endure being grilled by the high temperature and would have given up. 
Moreover, ever since they had arrived at the dead end, Xiao Yan clearly realized that 
the fire type energy here was hotter and wilder than how it was in the tunnel. 

“Hu...” Exhaling gently, Xiao Yan lowered his head and watched Qing Lin who had been 
following behind him. He could not help but become stunned. Compared to the 
perspiration filled faces of Xiao Yan and Xiao Ding, Qing Lin appeared much more 
relaxed. It should be known that Qing Lin did not possess much strength and was quite 
weak. 

After calming his heart, Xiao Yan, who was staring intently at Qing Lin, could feel that 
the latter’s body was emitting a never ending amount of chilling energy. It was largely 
due to this energy that Qing Lin could continue following them until the end of the 
tunnel. 

“This girl really does have some strange points. Was this due to the Snake-People 
bloodline in her? But even if a true Snake-Person were to arrive at such a place, they 
would also wail and choose to withdraw.” Xiao Yan knitted his eyebrows together, 
feeling some suspicion in his heart. 

“What do you want to do now?” Xiao Ding stared at the rolling magma world before 
tilting his head and asking. 

“I want to go in and take a look...” Xiao Yan mused for awhile before whispering. 

“Go in? Entering that magma? There isn’t any path left. Don’t tell me you want to swim 
over?” Hearing the words, Xiao Ding’s expression changed as he reproved slightly. 

“Haha. Naturally it is not possible to swim over. With the temperature here, even steel 
would melt, much less me,” Xiao Yan smiled and shook his head. He removed the 
Heavy Xuan Ruler from his back and stored it in the storage ring. His body trembled 
slightly and the Purple Cloud Wings shot out from his back. 

“This is? ...” Eyeing the pair of wings that had suddenly popped out of Xiao Yan’s back, 
Xiao Ding’s eyes narrowed. An instant later, he exclaimed in shock, “Dou Qi 
transformation wings? Dou Wang? How is this possible?” 

Even though Xiao Ding was extremely confident about Xiao Yan’s training talent, he 
would never believe that Xiao Yan would be able to become a Dou Wang before he was 
even twenty. It should be known that the total number of Dou Wangs in the Jia Ma 
Empire would not exceed twenty. Those were also well known strong people that had 
many stories; he had never heard of anyone who had achieved such an achievement 
before they were twenty. 



Seeing Xiao Ding’s shocked expression, Xiao Yan smiled and shook his head. His palm 
gently touched the Purple Cloud Wings as he said with a smile “This is not a Dou Qi 
transformation wing. It is but a very rare flying type Dou Techniques. The flying speed is 
far inferior to a true pair of wings agglomerated from Dou Qi. However... it can at least 
fly.” 

Hearing Xiao Yan’s explanation, Xiao Ding heaved a sigh of relief. Staring at Xiao Yan 
with a somewhat strange gaze, he said, “You little boy. Just how many secrets are you 
hiding?” 

Xiao Yan smiled, shook his head and changed the topic. “Later, I will independently go 
in and take a look. Big Brother, you should bring Qing Lin along and take the same path 
back.” 

“Wait. Even if you have the help of this pair of wings, the temperature in this crypt is 
also extremely terrifying. With your strength, how can you withstand it for a very long 
time?” Xiao Ding cautiously said as he extended his hand to halt Xiao Yan. 

“Haha. Believe me. Nothing will happen.” Xiao Yan laughed softly and said. 

Xiao Ding frowned and stared intently at Xiao Yan. A long while later, he helplessly 
nodded and said, “Be careful. If there are any changes, hurry out.” 

“Yes.” Xiao Yan smiled and nodded. He was just about to turn his body around and take 
action when an icy cold small hand suddenly pulled at him. 

“Young Master, wait... there seems to be something in the magma!” 

Qing Lin hurriedly said as she grabbed Xiao Yan tightly. Her dark green eyes stared at 
the never ending fiery red magma. 

“What?” Hearing this, Xiao Yan and Xiao Ding beside him were startled. They 
immediately swept their eyes hurriedly over the magma but did not discover anything 
other than a few huge rocks. 

“Qing Lin, what did you sense?” In such a dangerous place, Xiao Yan did not dare to be 
careless even though he had Yao Lao to protect him. He immediately inquired seriously. 

“Within the magma, there seems to be something existing. I can sense its small veiled 
Qi... it is very strong...” Qing Lin’s gaze was totally focused as she stared deep into the 
repeatedly rolling magma. A glow surfaced in her deep green eyes. It was as though 
she had passed through the obstruction of the magma and was seeing the mysterious 
thing hidden under it. 



“There’s a living creature?” Xiao Yan’s face was shocked. There was actually a living 
creature under this magma which was so hot that it could melt steel? This was 
something that Xiao Yan had difficulty believing. 

“Yes.” 

“Is this the Qi that you sensed half a year ago?” Xiao Ding asked in a deep voice while 
frowning as he watched the rolling bubbles in the flowing magma. 

“No... that Qi was even stronger than this one.” Qing Lin shook her head and said. 

“Its strength is slightly greater than Luo Bu from the Sand Mercenary Company.” Qing 
Lin gestured with her small hand as she softly said. She had lived her entire life within 
the Rock Desert City. The strongest person she had seen was Luo Bu at the Da Dou 
Shi level. Thus, she could only use him as a reference of comparison. 

“Slightly stronger than Luo Bu...” Xiao Yan mumbled. His voice was a little heavier on 
the word ‘slightly’. From this kind of comparison by Qing Lin, Xiao Yan could roughly 
guess the strength of the thing that was hiding in the magma. Back then, that 
mysterious Qi was at least above that of a Dou Wang. Thus, Qing Lin described Luo Bu 
as being much, much weaker than it. According to this reasoning, the living creature in 
the magma should have the strength of a Dou Ling or more... 

Of course, this was Xiao Yan’s guess. Whether he was right or not, even he was not too 
certain. If there really was a living creature that could live within the magma, then it’s 
strength in this environment would be on par with a Dou Wang! 

“Hu...” Xiao Yan narrowed his eyes and exhaled his breath. He mused for a moment 
before he shook his head helplessly. With a grave voice, he said, “Regardless of 
whether there is something hiding underneath, I must go in and take a look. The thing I 
need should be in this magma.” 

“Big Brother, leave with Qing Lin. I will give it a try!” Turning his head around, Xiao Yan 
gave his request to Xiao Ding. Without waiting for a response, his body leaped off the 
cliff toward the magma below. The pair of wings flapped and his body gradually floated 
over ten meters above the magma. 

Seeing Xiao Yan flying in midair, Xiao Ding could only helplessly nod his head. 
However, he remained worried and did not immediately leave. Instead, he pulled Qing 
Lin back into the tunnel while his gaze stared intently at Xiao Yan’s body flying above 
the magma. 

Xiao Yan slowly flew above the magma. The Purple Flame Dou Qi encased the entire 
surface of his body within it. His Spiritual Perception also passed through his body and 
spread out as Xiao Yan cautiously scanned his surroundings. It appeared that the 
hidden living creature that Qing Lin had mentioned gave Xiao Yan quite a bit of 



pressure. In this kind of harsh environment, he really had to focus his attention to 
handle the different kinds of dangers that could suddenly occur. 

Within the crypt, the temperature was extremely terrifying. Xiao Yan’s body was of the 
fire affinity and he had support from the Purple Flame Dou Qi, but the faint fog that was 
emitted from the bubbles in the magma were both hot and accompanied by a type of fire 
poison. Thus, even though Xiao Yan had taken an antidote earlier, he still did not dare 
to carelessly breath in the surrounding air. Only when he reached his limit did he 
carefully let some air in to breath. 

Xiao Yan may have only breathed in a small amount of air each time but the poison air 
that entered his body still caused his mind to feel giddy. If he had not taken an antidote 
earlier, he might not have been able to endure it and would have fallen into the hot 
magma. 

Due to the many obstacles present, Xiao Yan did not dare fly very quickly. He hovered 
above the magma and slowly swept his gaze across it. Naturally, he did not dare make 
even the slightest noise as he flew, fearing that he may end up attracting an attack from 
the mysterious living creature in the magma. 

As he flew through the air, Xiao Yan increasingly felt that the crypt was huge. The 
surrounding flow of magma had already aggregated here to form an enormous magma 
lake. Occasionally, with a hot wave of air surging upwards, a fiery red magma pillar 
would suddenly shoot up. Each time this happened, it would frighten Xiao Yan greatly 
who was flying above. 

The lava world in the crypt was a world of death. Xiao Yan flew above the magma lake. 
Each time he flew for a short distance, he would feel his heart quiver. If his Dou Qi 
suddenly became exhausted here... he might not even have a corpse remaining to tell 
the tale. 

As Xiao Yan flew above the magma, his skin glowed faintly red. The clothes on his body 
also became particularly dry. If there were a spark now, his clothes would immediately 
combust. 

After flying forward for some distance, Xiao Yan turned his head back slightly. He 
realized that the already small exit had already become even smaller. At the exit of the 
crypt, two tiny figures were staring intently at him. 

Seeing the two figures, Xiao Yan helplessly shook his head. He was about to wave his 
hand to show that he was fine when Qing Lin’s sharp voice suddenly screamed, “Young 
Master! It is following you! Hurry back here!” Hearing the sharp scream, Xiao Yan felt 
his head prickle. His body did not hesitate and changed directions in an instant. 
Flapping his pair of wings, he flew with all his might toward the tunnel exit. 



Just as Xiao Yan’s body moved, the calm magma lake under him suddenly let out a 
muffled sound. Numerous beams of hot magma violently shot out in an instant. 

As the magma was flying in all directions, a mysterious living creature with a huge body 
suddenly burst fiercely out from the magma. In a lightning like manner, it turned its body 
toward the fleeing Xiao Yan and bit at him. 

Chapter 195: Attacked 

The mysterious living creature broke out from the magma and let out a sharp neigh. It 
shot explosively toward Xiao Yan in mid air, sending magma flying randomly around. 
The calm magma lake had suddenly become irritable. Numerous magma flame pillars 
shot up, giving off a very majestic scene. 

In the sky, Xiao Yan’s wings swiftly flapped. The sudden surging magma lake had also 
caused the skin on his head to turn numb. He clenched his teeth tightly as he fled with 
all his might. 

With the help of the Purple Cloud Wings, Xiao Yan’s speed was very fast. However, the 
mysterious creature’s speed did not lose to his. As the neighing sound disappeared, it 
took off at a speed faster than expected for its size. It gradually caught up with Xiao 
Yan, opened its huge mouth sinisterly and shot out three fork like bright red tongue like 
sharp arrows. 

“Young Master. Be careful. It is behind you!” At the tunnel’s exit, Qing Lin screamed with 
a sharp voice as she stared at the huge living creature which was gradually catching up 
with Xiao Yan. Her face was filled with shock. 

By her side, Xiao Ding’s face was covered with anxiety. He wanted to go and help but 
he was unable to go over. All he could do was was pace up and down anxiously in the 
tunnel. 

Upon hearing Qing Lin’s sharp scream, the fast flying Xiao Yan felt the skin on his body 
tighten. At the same time, a hot force was shot from behind him. 

Xiao Yan’s throat rolled a little. He did not even have the time to turn around. As he 
flapped his Purple Cloud Wings, his feet kicked heavily on a huge rock pillar beside him 
that was hanging from the ceiling and shouted, “Explosive Step!” Following his voice, 
Xiao Yan’s body folded into a bow shape. With a ‘Chi La’ sound, Xiao Yan’s clothes 
tightly stuck to his skin as his body tightened and instantly shot out like an arrow leaving 
a bow. His speed abruptly increased. 

Borrowing the force from the ‘Explosive Step’, Xiao Yan avoided the lethal blow from the 
mysterious living creature behind him by luck. At the same time, he extended the 
distance between them by a little. 



“Hiss!” Seeing that its prey, that was about to reach its mouth, had escaped, the 
mysterious living creature let out a furious hiss. Its huge tail violently swung outwards. 
Instantly, the tough rock pillars that had been struck by hot magma countless times 
before, exploded. 

When the rock pillar exploded, countless rocks rained down. The mysterious living 
creature’s tail continued to violently swing around. Any rock fragment that came into 
contact with the tail became like a cannonball that had just been released, viciously and 
angrily shooting toward the fleeing Xiao Yan. 

The waves of exploding noise that sounded from behind him caused Xiao Yan, who had 
just become a little relaxed, to become anxious again. His Spiritual Perception left his 
body and surrounded the area a few meters around him. His body then began to twist 
and turn in a strange manner. 

“Chi. Chi...” Numerous rock fragments with sharp edges carried a sharp piercing sound 
as they continued to pass by Xiao Yan’s skin. Xiao Yan continued to narrowly dodge the 
repeated attacks from these rock fragments. However when they narrowly passed by 
his body, the sharp force with the rocks left numerous red colored marks on Xiao Yan’s 
body. 

“Bang!” Some of the rock fragments that missed continued to shoot forward for some 
distance before they smashed against other hard magma hardened rocks. Instantly, the 
fragments exploded, leaving behind numerous cracked lines on the hard rocks, 
revealing just how frightening the force contained in them was. If Xiao Yan was struck 
by one because he was inattentive, he might lose his fighting ability on the spot and 
plunge into the magma, turning to ashes in moments. 

Seeing the numerous crack lines on the magma enforced rocks, cold sweat involuntarily 
appeared on Xiao Yan’s forehead. If he had not trained his dodging ability on the 
wooden pillars Yao Lao had specially set in place within the Magic Beast Mountain 
Range, he might really have had to stay here forever... 

“This thing actually knows how to use other objects to attack. Clearly its intellect isn’t 
low. Dammit...” A thought flashed quickly in his heart. Just as Xiao Yan felt that things 
were becoming troublesome, his feet stomped violently on another rock pillar. His speed 
once again increased drastically. 

With the distance gained from his increased speed, Xiao Yan turned his head around 
with great difficulty. His gaze was focused intently on the mysterious creature not far 
behind him and could not help but take in a breath of cool air... 

This mysterious living creature that had suddenly come out of the magma was a Magic 
Beast with a serpent like shape. Its body was extremely long. With a rough glance, it 
appeared to be at least forty to fifty feet long and it’s entire body was fiery red. Looking 
from a distance, it seemed like a round fire jade. Its entire body was covered with palm-



sized, red colored scales. What shocked Xiao Yan most was that the beast had two 
heads... branching out from the long neck region. The two sinister heads had huge 
rhombus shaped eyes which were filled with wildness and a bloodthirsty killing intent. 

“What a strange thing. Just what kind of Magic Beast is this?” A terrifying thought 
flashed in his heart. Xiao Yan noticed that the two headed snake suddenly slowed 
down. Their neck area appeared to be gradually swelling, it seemed like they intended 
to spit something out. 

Seeing this strange scene, Xiao Yan felt uneasy in his heart. He immediately flapped his 
pair of wings and swiftly halted his forward motion and shot his body upwards. 

Just as Xiao Yan’s body shot upwards, the two-headed snake behind him sinisterly 
opened their mouths. Two huge magma pillars that were formed from magma and flame 
were suddenly spat out like a volcanic eruption. Instantly two turbulent magma columns 
viciously shot toward Xiao Yan. 

“Bang!” One of the flame column attacks savagely swept passed two meters under Xiao 
Yan. The high temperature that it contained burnt a section of Xiao Yan’s pants. The 
burning sensation that was emitted from his skin caused him to take in a breath of cool 
air. 

One of the flame columns might have missed but the other passed through midair in a 
lightning like manner, leaving a crimson colored flame trail while carrying a destructive 
force as it was about to violently knocked into Xiao Yan. 

At the tunnel exit a distance away, Xiao Ding and Qing Lin wore frightened expressions 
as they watched Xiao Yan who was about to be swallowed by the flame column. 

The high temperature that suddenly appeared behind him immediately burnt the clothes 
on Xiao Yan’s back into ashes. His originally slightly black skin had turned totally red. 

“Dammit...” The sudden hot temperature behind him grilled Xiao Yan’s mind till he was 
giddy. He flapped his pair of wings with all his might as the corner of his eyes drifted 
behind him. He was appalled to find that the huge magma pillar had completely 
surrounded the area a few meters around him. In the short amount of time, it was 
impossible to escape from the region that the flame column covered. 

“Teacher, if you don’t do anything, I will really die!” The destructive attack near him 
caused Xiao Yan’s eyes to shrink into the size of a pin-hole. After failing to escape 
despite using all his strength, he could only roar hastily in his heart. 

“Haha, have you finally reached your limit?” An old teasing laughter sounded from within 
Xiao Yan’s heart. 



At the moment when the old laughter sounded, a strange energy suddenly poured into 
the Purple Cloud Wings on Xiao Yan’s back. Following a soft muffled sound, some 
purple colored lines faintly surfaced on the Purple Cloud Wings. The pair of wings 
flapped following a ‘Chi La’ sound and Xiao Yan’s body bypassed the resistance of the 
air. Like a small fish swimming in a lake, he shot out of the boundary covered by the 
flame column in a lightning like manner... 

The huge magma flame column attack missed and shot heavily into the magma lake. 
Instantly, an explosion sounded and the entire place began to shake. 

When the huge magma flame column entered the magma lake, it performed a sort of 
catalytic function. An uncountable number of huge magma pillars repeatedly shot out 
from the calm lake surface as many banging muffled noises sounded. 

This extremely frightening scene was somewhat reminiscent of hell’s inferno. 

Standing within the tunnel, Xiao Ding and Qing Lin watched the magma world which 
had suddenly turned extremely wild. In their shock, they involuntarily swallowed their 
saliva. In front of this enormous natural disaster, the strength of a human seemed to 
appear extremely small... 

“No wonder the ‘Heavenly Flame’ is so rare and difficult to obtain. Obtaining the 
‘Heavenly Flame’ from this place that can be called a place of absolute death is 
something that is as difficult as climbing to the heavens,” Xiao Ding muttered. 

“Bang!” Just as the two people were staring with stunned expressions. A magma pillar 
suddenly shot into the sky from the magma lake and landed a short distance from the 
tunnel. The hot magma splashed and rained in all directions. 

Seeing the spraying magma, Xiao Ding hurriedly pulled Qing Lin and hurriedly retreated 
for some distance before they managed to avoid the hot droplets of magma. 

“How is Xiao-Yan-Zi? Where’s he?” Standing in the tunnel, Xiao Ding said in an 
extremely anxious voice the instant his sight was completely blocked by the exploding 
magma. 

Beside him. Qing Lin’s small face was also pale. Her utterly helpless manner appeared 
extremely timid and anxious. 

Just as the two of them were anxious to the point of being mad, a human figure 
suddenly shot out from the magma lake and swerved about recklessly into magma 
pillars. 

Seeing the human figure directly knock a path through countless magma pillars, Xiao 
Ding felt a little shock in his heart as he rejoiced. His brother was actually able to ignore 
the high temperature of the magma? Was this not a little too terrifying? 



After rushing through the last magma pillar, the human figure, whose body was entirely 
covered in purple colored Dou Qi, finally charged into the tunnel. His palm held the wall 
as he continued to pant out the coarse air. In a hoarse voice, he said, “Damnit. That 
thing is too frightening...” 

At that moment, the clothes on Xiao Yan had already been burnt until they became 
stripes in dire condition. His skin was also entirely red. His black colored hair had also 
become a little brown. 

TL: Hair protected by Qi is op 

“Are you alright?” Seeing Xiao Yan repeatedly panting out coarse air, Xiao Ding sighed 
in relief before hurriedly asking. 

Xiao Yan smiled bitterly as he nodded. Leaning his back onto the tunnel wall, he slowly 
sat down. His gaze focused onto the lake. Perhaps it was because it had lost its target 
but the two-headed snake merely swam slowly on the magma’s surface. Its four huge 
chestnut eyes continued to scan its surrounding. Due to the cover given by the magma 
filled air, its search was futile. All it could do was hiss angrily. Its huge tail swung around 
wildly, causing the magma lake to repeatedly seeth and surge. 

Chapter 196: Two-Headed Flame Spirit Serpent 

“What do we do now? With this creature guarding, you don’t have a chance to enter.” 
Sitting beside Xiao Yan, Xiao Ding asked with a bitter smile. 

Xiao Yan sighed gently. He placed an ‘Energy Recovery Pill’ into his mouth. His throat 
rolled as he swallowed it. After musing for awhile, he said softly, “Regardless of what 
happens, I must get my hands on this ‘Heavenly Flame’. I know how difficult it is to 
obtain a ‘Heavenly Fame’ so I’m already mentally prepared. The difficulty now does not 
exceed the level which I can bare.” 

“You still want to try? Seeing the attacking strength of that two-headed snake, its 
strength should be around that of a rank four Magic Beast, which is equivalent to the 
strength of a Dou Ling. Moreover, this place is filled with hot magma. Even if a Dou 
Wang were to come here, he or she would have difficulty in killing it!” Hearing Xiao 
Yan’s words, Xiao Ding frowned and said gravely. 

“Hehe, if this beast wants to block me, then I’ll have to kill it...” Xiao Yan laughed softly. 
A thick icy expression surfaced on his face. His eyes stared intently at the huge two-
headed snake in the magma lake. He tightened his fist, slowly closed his eyes and 
gradually recovered the large amount of Dou Qi he had exhausted while fleeing earlier. 

Seeing that Xiao Yan did not show any intentions of giving up, Xiao Ding could only 
shake his head helplessly. Although he knew that Xiao Yan had many hidden cards, the 



chances of successfully beating this two-headed snake, which was unaffected by the 
magma, in this environment was basically nothing in Xiao Ding’s eyes. 

Seated in this tunnel, Xiao Ding stared blankly at the magma world outside. He started 
thinking of ways in which he could pull this bull-headed Xiao Yan out. 

On one side, Qing Lin also carefully sat cross-legged by Xiao Yan’s side. When her 
dark green eyes swept across Xiao Yan’s skin which was grilled red, sadness could not 
help but flash in her eyes. 

As the three of them gradually became quiet. The explosive movement of the magma 
lake also calmed down. When the exploding magma pillars calmed down, the two-
headed snake which had been scanning all around, finally focused its gaze onto the 
tunnel. When its gaze found the three people in the tunnel, an excited bloodthirsty 
screech suddenly sounded inside the hot crypt. 

“This is bad. It has discovered us!” Within the tunnel, Xiao Ding involuntarily cried out as 
he stared at the savage gaze the two-headed snake was giving them. 

As Xiao Ding said those words, the two-headed snake swung its two huge heads. An 
instant later, a hot magma column suddenly shot toward the tunnel. From the looks of it, 
if it shot into the tunnel, the three people within it would be devoured by the high 
temperature magma in the blink of an eye. 

The hot magma column was like a savage fire dragon and it shot directly towards the 
tunnel at a dangerous angle. 

Just as Xiao Ding planned to grab Xiao Yan, turn around and run, Xiao Yan, who had 
his eyes tightly closed suddenly opened them. A profound and much more experienced 
look gradually surfaced within his dark black eyes. Xiao Yan watched the hot flame pillar 
indifferently as he gradually stood up. He swayed a little and then mysteriously 
appeared at the exit of the tunnel. 

Seeing the frightening speed that Xiao Yan suddenly displayed, Xiao Ding’s expression 
changed. His gaze stared intently at the former’s back and a strange feeling surfaced in 
his heart without reason. This feeling... was as though the Xiao Yan in front of him had 
suddenly become another person. 

The odd feeling in his heart caused Xiao Ding to frown deeply. His heart clearly felt that 
something was different but he could not point out exactly what it was... 

As Xiao Ding behind him was deep in thought, Xiao Yan slowly lifted his palm. He 
suddenly clenched his fist. 

Following the clenching of his fist, a strange shapeless energy ripple was scattered from 
his palm and instantly formed a colorless energy cover over the tunnel entrance. 



The magma column shot over and when it was approximately ten meters from the 
tunnel’s exit, it suddenly burst apart without warning. The magma spread in all 
directions and slowly flowed down. Finally, it turned the colorless cover into a fiery red 
color. 

“A ‘Two-Headed Flame Spirit Serpent’ usually lives in places of extreme heat and relies 
on its consumption of magma to live. It has an extremely large potential for evolution. 
When it is just born, it is a rank one Magic Beast. If it was lucky enough, it may be able 
to evolve into a rank six Magic Beast which is comparable to a Dou Huang. Tsk tsk. 
Quite the strange creature. Looks like this place does indeed have traces of a ‘Heavenly 
Flame...” Seeing the two-headed snake creating a huge stir in the magma lake, a faint 
laughter came out as a soft mumble from Xiao Yan’s mouth... 

“Hiss!” Seeing that its attack was blocked, the Flame Spirit Serpent’s eyes clearly grew 
more agitated than before. It swung its huge tail, violently smashing toward Xiao Yan 
who was standing at the tunnel exit. 

The Purple Cloud Wings on Xiao Yan’s back flapped as he abruptly shot out, easily 
dodging the attack from the Flame Spirit Serpent. 

“Bang!” The huge tail, accompanied by an enormous shadow, violently smashed into 
the cliff wall. Instantly, an intense muffled noise sounded and numerous huge crack 
lines appeared on the rock wall and expanded like a spider web. They reached out for 
over ten meters before they gradually came to a stop. 

Floating in mid air, Xiao Yan’s hand slowly gripped the hilt of the Heavy Xuan Ruler on 
his back. He suddenly drew it and stepped on the air. Suddenly, his body appeared on 
top of the head of the Flame Spirit Serpent. 

Being exposed to the magma flame at such a close distance, Xiao Yan would have 
immediately fainted from the high temperature being emitted had it not been for Yao 
Lao controlling his body. 

The heavy ruler in Xiao Yan’s hand carried a ferocious explosive sound. On the body of 
the ruler, a turbulent purple colored Dou Qi slashed across the air, forming a huge 
purple colored arc that appeared extremely beautiful. 

“Bang!” The heavy ruler was like a thunderbolt that did not give the Flame Spirit Serpent 
any chance to react as the heavy blade smashed ferociously onto the snake’s head. 
Instantly, the hard fiery red scales were cracked open. Threads of bright red blood 
flowed out from the gap in the scales and dripped into the magma, turning into 
nothingness. 

“Hiss, hiss!” Receiving such a heavy blow to its head, the Flame Spirit Serpent let out 
waves of sharp hissing. Its huge tail thrashed about wildly above its head. Xiao Yan’s 
body was like a small boat in a storm amidst these violent actions. Although he 



appeared to be in a dangerous situation, he was still able to barely maintain the perfect 
equilibrium between life and death as he moved along with the snake. 

The Flame Spirit Serpent thrashing about intensely within the magma suddenly lifted its 
two huge heads. Its rhombus shape, huge eyes carried a savage bloodthirstiness as it 
stared intently at Xiao Yan who was repeatedly dodging everything in midair. It suddenly 
swung its head and a type of deep red flame soared slowly from its body. As the flame 
gradually rose, it began to permeate through the small space in an instant. 

The dark red flame slowly rotated in midair with Xiao Yan at its center. 

Staying in the same spot, Xiao Yan frowned as he watched the huge flame surrounding 
him. The temperature of this flame was not much lower than the Purple Flame from the 
Amethyst Winged Lion back then. Due to the support from the special environment 
around the dark red, somewhat blood colored, flame, its temperature was faintly 
showing a trend of surpassing the Purple Flame’s temperature... 

“It’s using its true strength...” Feeling the increasingly hot flame around, ‘Xiao Yan’ softly 
smiled and said, “Little boy, temporarily leave it to me. I’ll handle it.” 

Within the tunnel, which appeared to have a section destroyed, Xiao Ding and Qing Lin 
started with stunned expressions at the boundless blood colored flame that had 
permeated throughout the entire crypt. They involuntarily inhaled a mouthful of cold air. 
A battle at this level... was truly frightening. 

“Bang!” In an instant, the boundless dark, red flame suddenly began rotating swiftly. An 
intense fizzling sound echoed within the enormous crypt. 

Following the increased intensity of the rotation, the surrounding flame suddenly 
wiggled. Over ten Two-Headed Flame Spirit Serpents that were entirely agglomerated 
from flame energy suddenly surfaced from the flame. 

The ten Two-Headed Flame Spirit Serpent’s sizes were not much smaller than the 
actual snake’s size. Dozens of enormous savage eyes stared intently at Xiao Yan who 
was quietly staying in the middle. After they circled around Xiao Yan for a moment, they 
suddenly cried out in unison. The sharp sound wave reverberated within the crypt and 
was extremely ear-piercing. 

Following the sound wave, the ten plus Two-Headed Flame Spirit Serpents that were 
completely created from the hot flame suddenly formed a flame formation. After which, 
they carried a great amount of heat that was sufficient enough to cause the air to steam, 
as they charged at Xiao Yan from all directions. 

The ten plus huge creatures, roughly tens of feet long, danced and attacked within the 
crypt. The scene they created was extremely spectacular. Naturally, behind this 
spectacular scene, there hid a danger that was easily enough to kill a person. 



Lifting his eyes to watch the Two-Headed Flame Spirit Serpents that were charging from 
all directions, a faint smile appeared on Xiao Yan’s face. He actually slowly closed his 
eyes. 

“Bang!” With the sound of an earth-shattering intense explosion, the ten plus Two-
Headed Flame Spirit Serpents simultaneously came into contact with each other at the 
middle. At the moment they came into contact, they suddenly exploded. The ferocious 
energy explosion turned into an energy ripple and began spreading outwards, shaking 
the magma lake, which had just calmed slightly, until it wildly rose once again. 

Within the tunnel, Xiao Ding watched the scene of destruction of the magma world in 
front of him with a dull expression. A paleness involuntarily appeared on his face. Under 
this kind of frightening attack that could destroy half of Rock Desert City, it was difficult 
for him to imagine that Xiao Yan could withstand it. He had never seen how strong 
someone of the Dou Wang level was but he did not think that even a Dou Wang would 
dare to foolishly meet the attack head on either. 

“This guy... what exactly is he doing?” Leaning on the somewhat hot rock wall, Xiao 
Ding sat on the ground with a defeated face. 

“Company Leader... Young Master... is still alive!” Just as Xiao Ding’s head was foggy, 
a surprised cry from Qing Lin suddenly sounded by his ear. 

Hearing this, Xiao Ding abruptly lifted his head. His gaze shifted to the boundless 
flames and found a young man’s figure appeared indistinctly at the spot where the 
energy was spreading. 

Chapter 197: Yao Lao Taking Action 

In the enormous magma crypt world, a deep red flame was permeating in midair. The 
air carried a poisonous vapor. This world was one where an ordinary human would die 
the moment he came into the slightest contact with it. 

At the spot in midair where the dark red colored flame was hovering, a young man’s 
figure gradually appeared. As the human figure appeared, the surrounding permeating 
red colored flame also suddenly swarmed toward his body. 

At that moment, the young man’s figure had turned into something like a black hole. The 
surrounding red colored flame wildly poured into his body, resulting in the formation of 
an enormous flame vortex in the air of the crypt. At the middle of the vortex was the 
young man’s figure. 

Following this greedy consumption, the surrounding permeating red colored flame grew 
increasingly faint. In the end, the flames were completely consumed into Xiao Yan’s 
body. 



When the final thread of flame gradually disappeared, the human figure in the middle 
was finally revealed... 

Xiao Yan was standing indifferently in midair. There was a thin layer of dense white 
colored flame pasted on the surface of his body and the dark red flames were 
completely consumed by these white flames. 

“Not bad, it has been a long time since I have tasted such a delicious treat...” ‘Xiao Yan’ 
stretched his lazy back as he smiled and said to the Two-Headed Flame Spirit Serpent 
under him. 

TL: The ‘Xiao Yan’ in this case refers to Yao Lao controlling Xiao Yan’s body 

“Hiss...” Seeing that the flame it emitted was completely swallowed by the human in 
midair, there was an extremely human-like shock that flashed across the huge eyes of 
the Flame Spirit Serpent. 

“It’s over...” ‘Xiao Yan’ smiled as he slowly extended his arm to the Flame Spirit Serpent 
under him. He then slammed his palm down. 

Following ‘Xiao Yan’s’ palm, a shapeless terrifying force passed through the obstacles 
in the air and in a lightning like manner, violently smashed onto the huge body of the 
Flame Spirit Serpent. Instantly, the enormous force smashed open some of the fiery red 
scales on the Flame Spirit Serpent, cracking them. Moreover, with the amount of force 
behind the attack, the Flame Spirit Serpent’s body was violently smashed into the 
magma lake. 

“Hiss, hiss, hiss...” The sudden intense pain caused the Flame Spirit Serpent to raise its 
head and emit a sharp hissing sound. Its enormous eyes had once again turned blood 
red as it opened and closed its huge mouth repeatedly. Numerous hot magma columns 
were shot toward ‘Xiao Yan’ from all directions. 

Eyeing the countless magma columns that shot out from below, ‘Xiao Yan’ twitched his 
eyebrows. The thick white flame on his body grew denser. The wings on his back 
flapped and he shot directly toward a magma column. 

“Chi. Chi...” 

Xiao Yan’s body did not show the slightest sign of dodging. He chose the most reckless 
posture as he charged directly down. However, any part of his body that came into 
contact with the magma column would make the magma instantly turn into nothingness 
as thick white flame burned ever more brightly... 

Within the tunnel, Xiao Ding and Qing Lin stared at the formidable ‘Xiao Yan’. They 
were shocked till they were numbed and could only stay and stare blankly at the solo 
performance. 



In a lightning like manner, ‘Xiao Yan’ broke through the magma columns and appeared 
on top of the Flame Spirit Serpent. The heavy ruler that was covered by a thick white 
flame repeatedly smashed ferociously on its huge body. Each time the heavy ruler was 
swung downwards, the fiery red scales on the Flame Spirit Serpent that could withstand 
the high temperature of the magma would break open... 

With all its attacks being ineffective, the Flame Spirit Serpent could only twist and turn 
its huge body as it was randomly smashed by the heavy ruler ‘Xiao Yan’ wielded. 
Waves of somewhat dreary screams sounded throughout the entire crypt. 

The heavy ruler swung and smashed repeatedly. Finally, the Flame Spirit Serpent was 
unable to resist this kind of intense pain. It dove into the magma lake, bringing its body 
that was covered with wounded scales with it. 

“Hu...” Seeing that the Flame Spirit Serpent chose to retreat, ‘Xiao Yan’ also sighed in 
relief. Although he could indeed kill it, he would need to use a Dou Technique with great 
power. By that time, some of the strong people in the surrounding desert might take 
notice. After all, the ‘Heavenly Flame’ represented an extremely destructive force. In this 
world, there was no one who did not want to possess such a strength... 

Following the Flame Spirit Serpent’s withdraw, the violent movements in the magma 
crypt also gradually became calm. However, as a precaution, ‘Xiao Yan’ did not 
immediately make a move in search for traces of the ‘Heavenly Flame’. Instead, he 
waited patiently in midair for over ten minutes. Once he had confirmed that the Flame 
Spirit Serpent had really withdrawn, he finally let out a sigh of relief. He waved to the 
two people in the tunnel, flapped his wings and began to slowly search the magma 
crypt. 

...... 

“Teacher, will there be traces of the ‘Heavenly Flame’ here?” After forcing the Flame 
Spirit Serpent to withdraw, Xiao Yan also gradually regained control of his body. 
Immediately, he inquired softly. 

“Looking at the environment, the extent of irritable energy, and the strange beast, the 
Flame Spirit Serpent from before, there is a very high chance of a ‘Heavenly Flame’ 
existing here...” Yao Lao replied happily. 

Hearing this, Xiao Yan heaved a sigh of relief. He licked his lips excitedly as he swept 
his gaze inch by inch across the magma lake. Anything that was different would be 
carefully studied by him before he disappointingly continued the search. 

The time taken for the search lasted for half an hour. However, he was still unable to 
find anything that was related to the ‘Heavenly Flame’. At that moment, Xiao Yan’s heart 
began to feel a little impatient. 



“Teacher, we have searched over half of the crypt. Why have we not noticed the 
‘Heavenly Flame’?” Slowly stopping his circling body, Xiao Yan finally could not 
withstand it as he inquired aloud. 

“This... I don’t know either. Back then, I never came here before...” Yao Lao could only 
helplessly shake his head at this question. 

Hearing this, Xiao Yan bitterly laughed and sighed. He was just about to continue the 
search when Qing Lin’s sharp scream suddenly sounded within the crypt. 

Hearing this sharp scream, Xiao Yan was shocked. He hurriedly turned his head toward 
where the tunnel was and his eyes suddenly shrunk... 

At the tunnel area quite a distance away, the Flame Spirit Serpent which had originally 
fled suddenly came out of the magma. Moreover, it continued to swim at a fast speed 
toward the tunnel where Xiao Ding and Qing Lin were. 

“Dammit!” Eyeing that Flame Spirit Serpent that was swiftly swimming toward the 
tunnel, Xiao Yan’s face suddenly became extremely ugly. He let out an angry curse and 
turned his body around abruptly. Flapping his wings, he used all his might and shot 
explosively over. 

“Cunning beast.” The Flame Spirit Serpent springing up suddenly also caused Yao Lao 
to scold furiously. A wave of pure energy entered Xiao Yan’s Purple Cloud Wings. 
Instantly, his flight speed increased tremendously. 

Xiao Yan shot through the crypt in a rabid fashion. As his flying speed was too wild, a 
long scar caused by the pressure of the violent wind appeared on the magma below. 

Xiao Yan used all his might to hurry back but his distance was too far from the tunnel. 
Thus, he could only see with his own eyes the distance between the Flame Spirit 
Serpent and the tunnel exit grow increasingly near. The huge Two-Headed Flame Spirit 
Serpent emitted a sound as it opened its menacing huge mouth and gradually appeared 
outside the tunnel. Its two pairs of eyes were filled with bloodthirstiness as it stared 
savagely at Qing Lin and Xiao Ding in the tunnel. 

“Go, Qing Lin!” Seeing the appearance of the Flame Spirit Serpent, Xiao Ding was the 
first to regain his composure. He grabbed Qing Lin and immediately retreated quickly. A 
sneer that held ridicule flashed across the Flame Spirit Serpent’s huge eyes as it 
watched the two flee. With its huge mouth opened, it suddenly pulled back its head. A 
terrifying suction force suddenly appeared. Instantly, Xiao Ding and Qing Lin fell 
backwards and were slowly dragged by this suction force toward the Flame Spirit 
Serpent... 



When the suction force reached its peak, the Flame Spirit Serpent widened its mouth 
further. A terrifying pushing force explosively surged outwards, smashing Xiao Ding and 
Qing Lin heavily onto the wall. 

“Pu Chi.” With his body slamming heavily onto the wall, Xiao Ding threw up a mouth full 
of blood. Qing Lin, on the other hand, did not receive much injury with Xiao Ding as a 
cushion. However, as she watched the savage serpent head closing in, her small face 
was frightened till it became completely white. 

Perhaps it was due to the Snake-People bloodline in Qing Lin’s body but the Flame 
Spirit Serpent seemed to be somewhat interested in her. Its eyes swept across her. 
Opening its huge mouth, a violent suction force pulled her, causing her to flip in midair 
before rolling down to where the tunnel was. 

“Don’t come over...” Seeing the increasingly close enormous savage snake head, Qing 
Lin continued to move backwards with her pale exquisite face. 

“Hiss...” The Flame Spirit Serpent extended its scarlet snake tongue and hovered over 
Qing Lin’s small body. The stench from the snake tongue nearly caused Qing Lin to 
faint. 

In the interior of the tunnel, Xiao Ding watched Qing Lin who was about to be swallowed 
by the Flame Spirit Serpent. He wanted to rescue her but the attack from the Flame 
Spirit Serpent before had caused him to temporarily lose his ability to move. At that 
moment, he could only watch with his own eyes as the Flame Spirit Serpent’s tongue 
continued to move slowly over Qing Lin’s body. Its snake tongue licked Qing Lin’s small 
hand before one of the heads of the Flame Spirit Serpent suddenly turned around and 
saw Xiao Yan swiftly rushing over. A savageness appeared in its eyes. The soft snake 
tongue instantly turned as hard as steel. Immediately, it pierced ruthlessly toward Qing 
Lin’s chest. 

From a distant, Xiao Yan who was flying swiftly over saw the Flame Spirit Serpent’s 
action. His eyes involuntarily shrunk. A fury and killing intent appeared on his face... 

“Ah!” 

In the dark green eyes of Qing Lin that appeared to be carved from a green jade crystal, 
the scarlet snake’s tongue continued to expand. Due to the increasing terror in her 
heart, Qing Lin tore open her throat and unleashed a loud and sharp resounding 
screech. 

Following this resounding screech, three dark green colored tiny spots beside the side 
of her pair of dark green eyes suddenly surfaced... 



The three green colored spots that appeared this time around were much clearer than 
any other time. If one took a closer look, one would discover that these three green 
colored tiny spots were like three flower buds. 

Chapter 198: Triple Jade-Green Snake Flower Pupils 

The screech continued resounding through the air. As the screech grew louder and 
clearer, the three green colored spots in Qing Lin’s eyes suddenly let out a bright glow. 
The three spots transformed into three tiny green colored flowers in an instant... 

Following the appearance of these strange green colored flowers, an intense glow 
suddenly shot out from Qing Lin’s eyes and struck the Flame Spirit Serpent in front of 
her. 

Being exposed to this somewhat strange glow, the huge body of the Flame Spirit 
Serpent suddenly stiffened. Its pair of huge eyes were filled with some fear as they 
stared at the little girl in front of it. 

The strange glow slowly moved on the Flame Spirit Serpent’s body and finally stopped 
at the middle of the two foreheads of the two snake heads... After the glow stopped 
moving, it began to gradually shrink. As the size of the glow became smaller, the light 
that it gave off grew increasingly rich. 

The area of the glow continued to become smaller. At the end, it was around the size of 
a palm. When the glow shrunk to this size, it ceased becoming smaller. A beam of light 
shot out and two small green colored flowers were imprinted onto the two heads of the 
Flame Spirit Serpent. 

After the flowers appeared, the glow began to gradually disappear. A moment later, the 
tiny flowers swiftly disappeared from Qing Lin’s eyes and her eyes returned to their 
original dark green in an instant... 

After her eyes returned to normal, Qing Lin’s body swayed. Her eyelids fell and she 
collapsed on the ground. 

That huge Flame Spirit Serpent continued to foolishly stay on the spot after Qing Lin 
collapsed. However, every time it swept its gaze onto Qing Lin on the ground, the 
viciousness and savageness would involuntarily disappear. Replacing it was actually a 
meekness... 

“Damn you!” When the Flame Spirit Serpent was in a daze, Xiao Yan finally broke 
through the air and appeared. The Heavy Xuan Ruler viciously smashed onto its huge 
body. Instantly, fresh blood was splashed as it was beaten badly... 

“Hiss...” Having received a heavy blow again, the Flame Spirit Serpent finally regained 
consciousness. It turned its huge body and started furiously at Xiao Yan. However, 



when its gaze swept across the huge Heavy Xuan Ruler, look of dread appeared in its 
eyes. Under Xiao Yan’s furious expression, it once again dived into the magma lake. 

“Dammit.” Eyeing the Flame Spirit Serpent which chose to flee, Xiao Yan could not help 
but curse. He then flapped his pair of wings and swiftly appeared by Qing Lin side. In a 
hurried manner, he picked her up and placed his finger below her nose, heaving a sigh 
of relief when he felt a breath. 

Xiao Yan withdrew an injury healing medicinal pill from his storage ring and forced it into 
Qing Lin’s mouth. He then carried her and gradually walked into the tunnel. When he 
saw the wounded Xiao Ding, he gave a bitter smile and handed him an injury healing 
medicine before saying, “How is it? Is there something wrong?” 

“*Cough*, it’s nothing serious. I will be alright after resting for awhile.” Xiao Ding took the 
medicinal pill and swallowed it. Xiao Ding exhaled and smiled bitterly. 

Xiao Yan leaned against the wall, slowly sat down and hugged Qing Lin into his chest. 
He rubbed his dust covered face, “Too bad. I haven’t found the ‘Heavenly Flame’...” 

“Later, bring Qing Lin back with you. I will stay here and continue searching. Don’t 
worry. That beast will only flee when it sees me now. There isn’t anything here that can 
hurt me now.” Xiao Yan mused for a moment before tilting his head as he told Xiao 
Ding. 

“Oh... alright. If we continue to stay here, we will only be a burden to you.” Hearing this, 
Xiao Ding helplessly nodded his head. 

“However, the crypt here is so huge and there are flames all over. It won’t be a simple 
thing for you to search for the ‘Heavenly Flame’.” 

“Yes. Moreover, I cannot stay too long here. Otherwise, if my movement is detected by 
some strong people, I’m afraid there will be real trouble...” Xiao Yan nodded and 
laughed bitterly. 

Hearing this, Xiao Ding also nodded and laughed sorely. He was very clear about the 
attraction the ‘Heavenly Flame’ posed to those other strong people. 

“Ughh...” Just when Xiao Yan felt helpless, Qing Lin, who was on his chest, slowly woke 
up. She shook her dizzy small head and lifted it. When she saw Xiao Yan hugging her, 
her face reddened as her small fingers rubbed her temple. She suddenly said softly, 
“Young Master, Qing Lin may be able to locate where the ‘Heavenly Flame’ is.” 

“Oh?” Hearing this, Xiao Yan and Xiao Ding were initially at a loss. Xiao Yan asked in a 
stunned voice, “How would you know?” 



Qing Lin pressed her lips together and smiled. She suddenly escaped Xiao Yan’s 
embrace and ran toward the cave entrance. With her hands around her small mouth, 
she shouted, “Come out!” 

As her shout died off, the huge Flame Spirit Serpent suddenly lifted its body from the 
calm magma lake. After which, it slowly swam toward the tunnel exit. 

Seeing the Flame Spirit Serpent, Xiao Yan became shocked. He quickly stood up, 
grabbed his heavy ruler and intently watched the Flame Spirit Serpent. 

“Young Master, don’t hit it. It will not attack us.” Noticing Xiao Yan’s action, Qing Lin 
hurriedly grabbed him and said. 

“What happened?” Xiao Yan’s eyes stared intently at the Flame Spirit Serpent. When he 
realized that it currently did not possess any intention to attack. he could not help but 
ask in surprise. 

“I’m not too sure...” Qing Lin shook her head and took two steps forward. Her dark 
green eyes stared at the huge creature in front of her and said with an uncertain voice, 
“I don’t know why, but I seem to have built a strange bond with it. I can sense it’s 
thoughts...” 

“Uh?” Xiao Yan was at a loss. His gaze swept across the Flame Spirit Serpent in front of 
him that had suddenly become docile. Finally, his gaze stopped at the green colored 
flower on one of it’s foreheads. He frowned. That thing was something that was not 
present before... 

“Tsk tsk, tsk tsk... how incredible. Little boy, I don’t know if you are unlucky or lucky. 
Why is it that the people you meet are all so unusual? The last time was someone with 
a Woeful Poison Body, this time is not any worse. You actually met a little girl who 
possesses the ‘Triple Jade-Green Snake Flower Pupils’...” When Xiao Yan was 
confused, Yao Lao suddenly marveled with a laugh from his heart. 

“‘Triple Jade-Green Snake Flower Pupils’? What is that?” Hearing the foreign term, Xiao 
Yan inquired in wonder. 

“Hm... how do I put it... these are strange inborn pupils. It seems that they will only 
appear in the descendants of humans and Snake-People. Those individuals who 
possess these pupils can cause people to hallucinate if they are proficient in using 
them. Think about it, if you could suddenly cause your opponent to be in a daze mid-
fight, or to a greater extent cause the other person to hack at his companion. How 
would you feel?” Yao Lao grinned and said. 

“Uh... that would definitely be very fun.” Xiao Yan opened his mouth, wiped off his cold 
sweat and laughed dryly. 



“Additionally, these kind of pupils can be said to be the nemesis of all snake form Magic 
Beasts. This is because there is some probability of them forming a one-sided forceful 
connection with a snake form Magic Beast... Ah, you can consider this kind of forceful 
relationship as a very rare mysterious contract.” Yao Lao smilingly said, “It is clear that 
the Flame Spirit Serpent in front of you has unluckily signed a contract with the unskilled 
‘Triple Jade-Green Snake Flower Pupils’ of this little girl...” 

“...Damn...” Opening his mouth, Xiao Yan cursed softly. He immediately lowered his 
head and watched the small timid looking face of Qing Lin beside him. In the future, this 
little girl would have an incredible bodyguard. A Dou Ling level Magic Beast bodyguard. 
Tsk tsk... he had not seen anyone who possessed a pet with this kind of combat level. 

“Young Master... it knows where the ‘Heavenly Flame’ is.” Qing Lin pointed at the Flame 
Spirit Serpent in front of her, took credit, as she said with a smile. 

“It knows?” Hearing this, Xiao Yan was at a loss as he licked his lips. “Where?” 

“Hm...” Qing Lin closed her eyes and thought quietly for a moment. She then opened 
her eyes, swept her gaze in all directions and finally pointed awkwardly at the hot 
magma lake below. In a timid voice, she said, “It says... it is underneath.” 

“Hiss...” The corner of Xiao Yan’s mouth twitched as his gaze followed the direction of 
Qing Lin’s finger and shifted to the hot fiery red magma lake. Under the magma? It was 
unexpected that the ‘Heavenly Flame’ was actually hidden under the magma. But... 
must he jump into it to search? Won’t that kill him? 

“Ke ke, so that’s why. No wonder I was unable to sense the ‘Heavenly Flame’. It was 
actually covered by the magma in this crypt.” From within Xiao Yan’s heart, Yao Lao 
abruptly laughed in a manner that suggested he had suddenly realized something 

“Teacher... here, can I jump down?” Hearing this, Xiao Yan pulled at his mouth and 
dryly laughed as he pointed to the bubbling hot magma below. 

“Hee hee, if you want to obtain the ‘Heavenly Flame’, it would naturally not be too easy. 
So how is it? Do you dare to jump?” Yao Lao laughed blandly. 

Xiao Yan swallowed his saliva. The corner of his eyes glanced at the fiery red magma 
and his throat rolled a little. His expression flipped quite quickly. 

Standing by the side, Qing Lin watched Xiao Yan with his swiftly changing expression 
and was also extremely uncertain. She did not dare vouch for the information that the 
Flame Spirit Serpent passed to her. If something were to happen to Xiao Yan after he 
jumped down, it was likely she would be in blame... 

“Hu...” After being quiet for a long time, Xiao Yan finally exhaled softly. He tilted his 
head toward Qing Lin and whispered, “Let it lead the way below!” 



“Ah...” Hearing Xiao Yan’s words, Qing Lin’s small body immediately trembled. She 
could only close her eyes and give the orders to the Flame Spirit Serpent. 

Upon receiving the order, an unwillingness flashed in the Flame Spirit Serpent’s huge 
eyes. However, the forceful connection meant that it could only hiss toward Xiao Yan 
and dive into the magma. It then lifted its huge head and watched the unmoving Xiao 
Yan with both ridicule and provocation. 

“Hu...” Staring at the Flame Spirit Serpent which had leaped in, Xiao Yan exhaled a few 
long breaths. His chest rose and fell. A moment later, he suddenly closed his eyes and 
under both Qing Lin and Xiao Ding’s shocked gaze, leaped head first into the hot 
magma. 

Seeing Xiao Yan leap into the magma, Xiao Ding’s and Qing Lin’s hearts suddenly 
became extremely anxious. Their eyes stared intently at the swiftly falling figure. 

An intense and hot wind blew past Xiao Yan’s ear. The heart in his chest repeatedly 
beat violently, releasing beat after beat of muffled sound, as though it was just by his 
ear’s side. 

The temperature grew increasingly hot and at one instance, he felt that he was 
completely isolated from the racket of the outside world. 

“Splash...” 

Following this clear sound similar to plunging into water, the feelings of the three inside 
the crypt suddenly tensed up into a spring that would collapse with the slightest pull... 

Chapter 199: Under the Crypt 

The instant before Xiao Yan was about to enter the fiery red magma lake, a thick white 
flame suddenly flowed out from his body and wrapped around him. 

“Splash...” His body shot into the magma, causing the fiery red magma to splash in all 
directions. 

Hearing this sound, Xiao Ding and Qing Lin above hurriedly shifted their gaze toward 
the spot on the magma where there were some ripples. However, they did not see any 
human figure... 

“Where is he?” Watching the scene that suggested something had instantly vaporised, 
Xiao Ding involuntarily turned his head to Qing Lin by his side and shouted. 

“Ah?” Qing Lin took a small step back. Her face was pale as she eyed the calm magma 
lake. The person who had just jumped into it seemed to have instantly turned into ashes 
the moment he came into contact with the magma, without even letting out a scream. 



“Hiss...” A hissing sound from the Flame Spirit Serpent was suddenly emitted from the 
magma. 

Hearing this hissing sound, a joyful expression surfaced on Qing Lin’s face. Her gaze 
hurriedly swept across the magma. A human figure covered with a thick white flame 
suddenly surfaced from the magma and smiled as he waved toward Xiao Ding and Qing 
Lin above. 

“Thank goodness... luckily nothing happened.” Seeing Xiao Yan who appeared to 
disregard the surrounding hot magma, Xiao Ding finally and completely sighed in relief. 
His entire body sat on the ground with exhaustion as he wiped the cold sweat from his 
face. 

Xiao Yan watched the surrounding slow flowing fiery red magma with a surprised face 
as his whole body floated in the hot magma. A huge air bubble surfaced by his side, 
With a ‘bang’, it burst opened and some magma shot toward Xiao Yan’s face. However, 
in the blink of an eye, it was consumed by the layer of thick white flame. 

With his body protected by the layer of thick white flame, the temperature outside 
appeared to have been partitioned aside. A somewhat icy feeling hovered around his 
body instead of the heat that should have been present. 

Xiao Yan lifted some fiery red magma in his hand and allowed it to flow down from the 
gap between his fingers. He smacked his lips together in surprised. Being in contact 
with the magma at such close proximity gave his heart the creeps. If the flame covering 
him suddenly disappeared, then his ending... 

Thinking of the image of a grasshopper jumping and shriveling in a pan, Xiao Yan felt a 
chill as he shivered violently. His face had also become slightly paler. 

TL: Its a chinese dish where live grasshoppers are grilled 

“Little boy, hurry up. Although I can manipulate the ‘Bone Chilling Flame’ and 
temporarily protect you, it consumes a large amount of my Spiritual Strength. Once I 
lose the Spiritual Strength needed to maintain it, you will instantly be burnt to ashes by 
the Bone Chilling Flame even before the magma swallows you. Thus, stop wasting time. 
Before my Spiritual Strength is exhausted, you must leave this magma lake. Otherwise, 
the image of a grasshopper in a pan that you have thought of earlier would become 
reality.” When Xiao Yan was repeatedly sighing in shock, Yao Lao’s laughter suddenly 
sounded in his heart. 

“Yes.” With his mouth twitching a couple of times, Xiao Yan hurriedly nodded seriously. 
He turned around, eyed the huge Two-Headed Flame Spirit Serpent nearby and 
laughed, “Hey Big Head, lead the way.” 



Hearing Xiao Yan’s shout, the Flame Spirit Serpent simply ignored him. It shifted its 
head to face the tunnel’s exit and waited for Qing Lin to nod her head and issue an 
order before it unwillingly turned its body and dived into the magma. 

Seeing that the Flame Spirit Serpent caused circle after circle of ripples to form on the 
magma lake’s surface, Xiao Yan gently exhaled. After which, he dived into the magma 
and closely followed behind the Flame Spirit Serpent. 

Everything was fiery red within the magma. However, with the protection from the ‘Bone 
Chilling Flame’, Xiao Yan could vaguely see the environment around him. His gaze 
swept once around before he quickly moved his body and closely followed the Flame 
Spirit Serpent that was diving toward the deepest region of the magma. 

In the fiery red magma, the undercurrent surged. Occasionally, there would be a 
ferocious wave of magma undercurrent appearing from an unknown direction. These 
undercurrents contained an extremely large amount of energy. If one was hit, even a Da 
Dou Shi would end up being seriously wounded. 

However, Xiao Yan was lucky that the Flame Spirit Serpent was extremely familiar with 
the place. Before the undercurrents arrived, it would be able to find the most suitable 
route to sneak by. Xiao Yan, who was closely following behind it, also took the 
opportunity to successfully avoid these undercurrents from the magma. 

In this fiery red world, there did not appear to be any living creature other than the 
Flame Spirit Serpent. This was not surprising. After all, the requirements to survive here 
were too harsh. Besides that Two-Headed Flame Spirit Serpent which was a strange 
beast that relied on consuming magma to live, other Magic Beasts even the lord-like 
Magic Beast like the Amethyst Winged Lion, would not be able to freely move about in 
this kind of place without being affected by the environment. 

As Xiao Yan continued to head downwards in a never-ending manner toward the 
bottom of the magma, he could vaguely feel that the outside world’s temperature was 
multiplying even with the protection of the ‘Bone Chilling Flame’. 

Sensing this phenomenon, Xiao Yan involuntarily swallowed his saliva. His lips shivered 
slightly, appearing a little blue. People who had never experienced this kind of 
environment would have difficulty imagining the notion of swimming within magma. It 
was only a little different from dancing on the blade of the grim reaper... 

As he went deeper and deeper toward the bottom of the crypt, any slight mistake would 
mean that even with Yao Lao’s protection, Xiao Yan’s exceedingly frail life would be 
extinguished. 

While Xiao Yan was fearful and trembled for his insignificant life, the Flame Spirit 
Serpent still showed no sign of stopping. It did not turn its head around to see if Xiao 
Yan had caught up as it swam toward the deep regions of the crypt with vigor. 



In this kind of environment where he was deprived of his five senses, Xiao Yan had no 
idea of the actual flow of time. He only knew that after continuing in this machine like 
manner, his feet were already feeling a little numb. 

“Little boy, in half an hour time, you must return!” Just as Xiao Yan was feeling a little 
dazed as he closely followed behind the descending Flame Spirit Serpent, Yao Lao’s 
serious voice suddenly sounded. 

“Uh? What?” Hearing this, Xiao Yan was briefly stilled before he hurriedly asked, “What 
happened.” 

“We have descended deeper and deeper. Look at the magma outside...” Yao Lao said 
in a deep voice. 

Hearing Yao Lao’s words, Xiao Yan’s hurriedly lifted his gaze. He was shocked to 
realize that the surrounding fiery red magma had unknowingly turned slightly greenish. 

“What happened?” Xiao Yan asked in an aghast manner as his swimming speed 
gradually slowed. 

“This is a transformation caused by the temperature swiftly rising. The current 
temperature of the surrounding magma is fast reaching the limit which I can endure.” 
Yao Lao’s voice contained an unprecedented seriousness. 

“...” Hearing this, the corner of Xiao Yan’s mouth twitched. The perspiration on his 
forehead fell like dripping water as he muttered, “No way! Isn’t the ‘Bone Chilling Flame’ 
ranked eleventh on the ‘Heavenly Flame’ ranking? Don’t tell me that the ‘Heavenly 
Flame’ below is even more ferocious than Teacher’s ‘Bone Chilling Flame’?” 

“You cannot put it this way. I am now in a spirit state and cannot display much of the 
strength of the ‘Bone Chilling Flame’. Moreover, I must borrow your body to release it. In 
this way, its strength is dispersed further. Adding the pressure from the surrounding 
magma and the increasing temperature,a half hours is my limit.” Yao Lao quickly 
explained. 

“Alright, make full use of the time.” After urging Xiao Yan, Yao Lao once again became 
silent. It was likely that he did not dare to be distracted, least any accident should occur 
from the protection from the ‘Bone Chilling Flame’. 

Nodding his head with a bitter smile, Xiao Yan once again looked at the surrounding 
magma that was turning slightly green. He involuntarily shouted to the front, “Hey, just 
how much further?” 

Xiao Yan knew that Magic Beasts at the Dou Ling level already possessed an 
intelligence that could not be underestimated. Thus, he was not worried that it could not 
understand him. 



Xiao Yan’s voice was carried by Dou Qi as it passed through the magma barrier and 
entered the ear of the Flame Spirit Serpent in front. The latter turned its huge head 
around, randomly hissed a few sounds and suddenly increased the speed of its 
descent. 

“Dammit...” Seeing the Flame Spirit Serpent’s action, Xiao Yan could not resist cursing. 
After hesitating for a moment, he clenched his teeth tightly and kicked his feet violently. 
His body which was covered by a thick white flame, turned into a white shadow and 
suddenly shot downwards. 

Xiao Yan’s body passed through the magma which had almost turned completely green. 
Perspiration on his face continued to drip into his eyes. Although it felt a little painful, 
Xiao Yan did not even dare to blink his eyes, afraid that he would be left behind by the 
Flame Spirit Serpent that had suddenly increased its speed. 

“Che, just how much more do you want to descend?” As he continued to descend, Xiao 
Yan could clearly feel that temperature was intruding into his body despite the 
protection from the ‘Bone Chilling Flame’. 

“Ten minutes! Dammit. If I don’t see the ‘Heavenly Flame’ in ten minutes, I will stop 
searching!” The repeatedly shivering Xiao Yan tightened his trembling fist when he 
realized that even his voice had started to quaver at this instant. 

... 

A few moments later. 

“Eight minutes!” The corner of his mouth twitched as Xiao Yan yelled in a low voice. 

The Flame Spirit Serpent continued to ignore him as it descended with all its might. 

... 

“Four minutes!” Xiao Yan’s voice was totally dry as he shouted. 

... 

“Two minutes!” Xiao Yan realized that his heart was pounding intensely in a matter that 
never happened before. 

“Dammit. I’m going back. Not searching anymore!” With crimson eyes, Xiao Yan’s 
descending body suddenly stopped. Without any unnecessary words, he decisively 
turned around and began swimming upwards with an ashen expression. 

However, just as Xiao Yan turned around, the Flame Spirit Beast swung its huge tail 
and twined around Xiao Yan’s waist. Its tail was covered by a rich deep red flame. 



Although the flame was repeatedly turned into nothingness when it came into contact 
with the thick white flame, the enormous strength that it contained still violently pulled 
Xiao Yan back. 

“The heck, have I been toyed with by this beast?” The moment when he was pulled 
back by the Flame Spirit Serpent, a shocking thought suddenly flashed in his mind. 

This thought had just surfaced when Xiao Yan was thrown toward the front of the Flame 
Spirit Beast. As he was busy dancing around, he shifted his eyes around in search of a 
path up. However, he suddenly froze onto a green colored glowing thing a short 
distance away. 

The green colored glow covered the magma in this region. When Xiao Yan calmed 
down and looked over, he faintly saw a green colored lotus within the green glow that 
was standing in a gentle and soft manner. 

“ Green Lotus Core Flame’?” As Xiao Yan glanced at this green colored lotus, Yao 
Lao’s astonished and joyful laughter suddenly sounded in his heart. 

Chapter 200: Green Lotus Core Flame 

“Green Lotus Core Flame?” 

Hearing Yao Lao’s voice, Xiao Yan’s mind recalled some of the information about the 
‘Heavenly Flames’ on the ‘Heavenly Flame’ ranking that Yao Lao had once told him. 

“‘Green Lotus Core Flame’ is nineteenth on the ‘Heavenly Flame’ ranking. It is formed 
deep underground and has experienced the polishing, fusion, pressure, and carving 
from the planet’s flame... It forms a spirit in ten years, takes shape in a hundred years 
and turns into a lotus in a thousand years. When it is completely formed, its color would 
slant toward the greenish side and the lotus core would form a cluster of green flame, 
named as “Green Lotus Flame’ or ‘Green Lotus Core Flame’. The strength of this flame 
is unpredictable. When it is near volcanoes, it can cause volcanoes to erupt, forming a 
mayira; destructive strength. 

This information swiftly flashed in Xiao Yan’s mind. A wild joy instantly covered his face. 
Shaking his body, Xiao Yan pulled away from the Flame Spirit Serpent as his eyes 
stared intently at the large rich green light a short distance away. 

“Hiss...” Beside him, a sharp sound was emitted from the Flame Spirit Serpent. Xiao 
Yan turned around and found that within this huge beast’s eyes, there was a faint fear 
as it stared at the cluster of green light. Its huge body also shrank and trembled. 

Ignoring the Flame Spirit Serpent’s action, Xiao Yan licked his lips and said excitedly in 
his heart, “Teacher! Have we found it?” 



“Ke ke, it looks like it. How unexpected, we really found a ‘Heavenly Flame’... although 
the ‘Green Lotus Core Flame’ is only ranked nineteenth on the ‘Heavenly Flame’ 
ranking, it is the perfect flame for you now. After all, the few things that I have prepared 
for you can only increase the chances of success for absorbing ‘Heavenly Flames’ that 
are ranked sixteenth and below. Thus, this ‘Green Lotus Core Flame’ is suitable!” Yao 
Lao’s laughter held signs of being pleased. There was finally the first reward for these 
few years of hard work. 

Inhaling a few long excited breaths, Xiao Yan could not wait any longer as he said, 
“Shall we go over and take a look?” 

“Yes, let’s go and take a look. I will increase the degree of protection!” 

Xiao Yan nodded his head. His gaze glanced at the Two-Headed Flame Spirit Serpent 
that was so afraid that it did not dare take another step forward. Xiao Yan curled his lips 
and kicked his feet within the magma. Like a small fish in a lake, his body swiftly swam 
toward the region that was covered by the green colored light. 

As the distance between his body and the green colored flame decreased, Xiao Yan 
could clearly feel that the temperature around him had suddenly increased. 

Closing his somewhat dry lips tightly, Xiao Yan clenched his teeth and took another 
step. His body finally charged into the region covered by the green colored light. 

As his body entered the green colored light, he realized that it was not as hot as he had 
imagined. Instead, the surrounding temperature had strangely decreased drastically. 

Regarding this somewhat strange phenomenon, Xiao Yan’s face was completely 
stunned. A moment later, he finally recovered as his gaze hurriedly swept across his 
surroundings. Finally, he was looking at the green colored lotus at the middle. 

The green colored lotus had eight leaves. These eight green colored leaves were like 
the most perfect green jade that was naturally formed. At a glance, it appeared crystal 
clear, giving people a desire to hold and not release it. 

Within the lotus, there seemed to be a small lotus platform that was around two to three 
feet. A small fluorescent light was emitted from some small holes on the lotus platform. 
This light appeared to be coming from lotus seeds that were formed from the purest fire 
type energy agglomerating together. 

On the lower portion of the green colored lotus, there was a very narrow and long stem 
and root. The stem and root were covered with extremely tiny tentacles. As these 
tentacles were swaying around, Xiao Yan could clearly feel their greed, unrestrainedly 
absorbing the surrounding wild fire type energy. 



This green colored lotus was simply suspended in this never ending magma. It was like 
a duckweed on the vast ocean, wandering everywhere. If Xiao Yan did not have the 
Flame Spirit Serpent to lead the way, he would not have been able to search for this 
comparatively small green colored lotus in this enormous crypt with his ability, even if he 
were to search till death... 

“Be careful. Don’t get caught by those tentacles. Otherwise the Dou Qi in your body will 
be completely absorbed in the blink of an eye.” Yao Lao warned, causing Xiao Yan to 
quickly abandon his thought of going closer to take a look. 

“Let’s go. Be careful as you go over. Looking at the shape of the lotus, it obviously had 
lived through many thousands of years. It should have already agglomerated and 
formed the ‘Green Lotus Core Flame’.” Yao Lao said with a smile. 

“Yes.” At this moment, Xiao Yan’s body was so excited that it trembled. His crossed his 
hands and bafflingly prayed. He then swallowed his saliva as his body gradually swam 
toward the green colored lotus. 

As his distance from the green colored lotus grew closer, Xiao Yan could feel its beauty. 
This kind of thing that was so close to perfection could only be created from being 
honed by nature for a long period of time. 

Carefully avoiding the swaying tentacles, Xiao Yan slowly arrived at a spot above the 
green lotus. His excited gaze swept through its interior and his body suddenly 
stiffened... 

In the middle of the small lotus platform within the lotus, there was a small hole around 
the size of a fist. However, at this moment... that hole was empty! 

Seeing that empty lotus core, Xiao Yan’s head immediately became dim. He muttered, 
“How can this be? Why isn’t it there? From the shape of this green lotus, it should have 
formed the ‘Green Lotus Core Flame’ long ago.” 

“Why is it not here?” The corner of Xiao Yan’s mouth twitched. He was briefly silent. 
Suddenly, he began yelling loudly at the lotus platform. His young and handsome face 
appeared a little hideous at the moment. 

“Quiet! Calm down now!” Just as Xiao Yan lost his sense of reasoning in anger, Yao 
Lao’s deep cry appeared like a clock chime in his head. 

“If there isn’t, then we’ll just have to continue to look for it. The Dou Qi continent is so 
big. It’s not like the ‘Heavenly Flame’ is only present here!” At the space where Xiao 
Yan’s shoulder was at, Yao Lao’s head that was formed by the cohesion of the thick 
white flames reprimanded. 



“But... but I spent so much effort... do I just end up going back empty handed?” Xiao 
Yan violently swung his head and said in an extremely dissatisfied manner. 

“In this world, there are thousands and thousands of people persevering and searching 
for a ‘Heavenly Flame’. But after paying the ultimate price, they never even get to see 
what a ‘Heavenly Flame’ looks like. Many people would envy you for being able to reach 
this place.” Yao Lao softly comforted. He turned around, eyed the empty lotus core and 
sighed gently in his heart. It was a lie if he said that it was not disappointing. The 
‘Heavenly Flame’ that he thought he could easily obtain had suddenly bafflingly grown 
wings and escaped. If he did not have such a strong mental strength, he might have 
already lose his temper. 

“Huh? What is this?” 

As his gaze swept the lotus platform in detail, Yao Lao suddenly let out a surprised 
sound. He waved the hand that was covered in a thick white flame. Instantly, a seven 
colored light shot out from the lotus platform and fell into Yao Lao’s hand. 

“What is this thing?” Tilting his head in a listless manner, Xiao Yan eyed the thing in Yao 
Lao’s hand. He stilled slightly and said in a stunned voice, “Scale?” 

The thing in Yao Lao’s hand was about half a palm in size. Its entire body was covered 
in seven colors. Glancing at it, the luster from the seven colors was beautiful and 
colorful. 

“This is... a Seven-Colored Snake Scale?” Yao Lao squinted his eyes as a cold smile 
was lifted from the corner of his mouth. 

“Seven-Colored Snake Scale?” 

“I was wondering why there isn’t any ‘Green Lotus Core Flame’ in the lotus. It was 
actually taken by someone else.” Yao Lao threw the Seven-Colored Snake Scale 
toward Xiao Yan and laughed coldly. 

Xiao Yan received the scale and felt the spot on his hand which came into contact with 
it turn cold. Waves of cold air continued to enter his body. If Xiao Yan did not have the 
protection from Yao Lao’s ‘Bone Chilling Flame’, he would likely not even dare to touch 
this thing. 

“Did the owner of this scale take the ‘Green Lotus Core Flame’ away?” Xiao Yan said 
with a frown as he tightly held the Seven-Colored Scale. 

“There is only one person in the entire Tager Desert who possesses the Seven-Colored 
Scale. That is the Queen Medusa from the Snake-People Race. Looks like the 
mysterious Qi Qing Lin sensed from half a year ago should be that of Queen Medusa’s.” 
Yao Lao voiced his thoughts. 



“Ugh. So what if it is her? It has been half a year. The ‘Green Lotus Core Flame’ must 
have been absorbed by her...” Thinking of this possibility, Xiao Yan immediately said 
dispiritedly. 

“You have really become muddle headed... Queen Medusa has the Snake-People 
blood flowing in her body. She is naturally inclined toward the dark and cold. Absorbing 
the ‘Heavenly Flame’? Has she become tired of living?” Hearing this, Yao Lao threw a 
look of disdain at Xiao Yan as he reprimanded. 

“Since her attributes clash with the ‘Heavenly Flame’, then did she have nothing better 
to do then to come here and snatch the ‘Heavenly Flame’? Moreover, Qing Lin had said 
that she was even injured when she took the ‘Heavenly Flame’ away? Why would she 
spend so much effort if she did not have a reason?” Xiao Yan laughed bitterly. 

“That may be so...” Yao Lao waved his hand and voiced his thoughts, “Looks like we 
still have to make a trip to the inner regions of the Tager Desert. I don’t know what 
exactly she wants to do but I can definitely tell you that she would not absorb the 
‘Heavenly Flame’. Thus... we might have a chance to get the ‘Heavenly Flame’ again.” 

“Go and find Queen Medusa to snatch the ‘Heavenly Flame’? She’s of the Dou Huang 
class. Back then, even that Ice Huang, whose name shook the Jia Ma Empire, ended 
up in that miserable state because of her. For us to go and search...” Xiao Yan rubbed 
his forehead and smiled bitterly. 

“Having a target is better than us randomly running around to search. Moreover... the 
one who would fight at that time would be me, not you. Although the fierce name of 
Queen Medusa is renowned throughout the Dou Qi continent, I am not afraid of her.” 
Yao Lao curled his lips and said. 

Xiao Yan bitterly smiled and could only sigh and nod his head. Immediately, his head 
turned with his body and prepared to leave. 

“Hey, what are you doing?” Seeing Xiao Yan’s action, Yao Lao appeared somewhat 
stunned as he said. 

“Going back... Should I stay here and eat magma?” Xiao Yan impolitely replied. 

“You... you fool.” Hearing the words, Yao Lao was immediately angered and knocked 
Xiao Yan’s head a few times. His finger pointed to the green colored lotus and furiously 
said, “This thing is a unique treasure that requires a thousand years in order to take 
shape. You child want to abandon it here?” 

“What?” Xiao Yan blinked his eyes in shock. He turned around and eyed the green 
colored lotus and asked in a confused state, “What use does this thing have?” 



Rolling his eyes, Yao Lao had difficulty swallowing these words of Xiao Yan’s. He drew 
his beard and said irritably, “This green colored lotus platform is formed from the 
agglomeration of the planet’s flame for a thousand years. As long as you remove it and 
sit on it to train in the future, your training speed may not be able to increase by ten 
times but an increase of three to four times should be possible. Moreover, you can 
activate it using your Dou Qi when you meet an enemy and release the Core Flame 
contained within it. If you meet a person at the Dou Ling level, you may not be able to 
defeat him but you should meet no resistance when fleeing.” 

“And there’s the lotus seeds in the lotus platform. This Core-Fire Lotus Seed that is 
known as the essence of flame spirits is something that requires a hundred years to 
form. If you go out and shout that you have a Core-Fire Lotus Seed, I dare to guarantee 
that even a Dou Huang would use all his might to exchange with you. Of course... this is 
excluding those who prefer a more direct method like killing and robbing you.” 

“If you take any of these things out, you would turn the Jia Ma Empire into an upheaval. 
You child dare to refuse it?” Having spoken until this point, Yao Lao spoke as if Xiao 
Yan was completely useless. 

“...” Hearing the mouthwatering explanation of Yao Lao, Xiao Yan’s eyes grew 
increasingly bright. By the time Yao Lao had finished, Xiao Yan’s eyes were fiery red as 
he pounced onto the lotus platform. 

“Dammit, consider all this all interest...” 

 


